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UP NEAR CHESTER, PA. GIRLS
AND WOMEN ARE VICTIMS.
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DEADLIEST CONFLICT OF WAR
FOUGHT NEAR ARRAS AND
ST. QUENTIN.
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United States Authorities
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ARRESTFATHERANDSON

PROGRAM OF CONGRESS

TAKE MANY PRISONERS

PAPER3 FOUND ON ONE OF MEN
DECLARED INCRIMINATING
AND VERY IMPORTANT.

SPEED ASSURED ON LEGISLATION
TO MAKE U.S. GREATEST

ALLIED CANNON POUND FOE'S
TRENCH TO ATOMS. CANADIANS TAKE VIMY RIDGE.

tVeitern Newepaer l.'nl"n Now

Western Newspaper I'ntnn News Service.

Chester, Pa., April 11. Two suspects were arrested 'lutu l:ist night in
connection with the. explosions In the
shrapnel building of the Kddyslone
Ammunition corporation,
one mile
from here, which caused the death of
112 persons and the injury to 121
others.
The prisoners are Samuel Cohen, 25
years old, who gave an address in
Philadelphia, and his father, who is
described as being between 50 and 55
years old. It is suid the older man
was well supplied with money and
that neither is an American citizen.
Officials asserted that papers found
on one of the men were incriminating
nnd very important. Many of thu injured were mortally hurt, and it is
fiared the final death list will reach
l.'iu, while others probably will be
muimed for life.
How any of the "00 or more employes In the building, in which were
stored approximately ilo.ono shells, es
caped, Is almost beyond conception, as
there was scarcely a fragment of the
structure left intact.
Fire added to the horror, nnd most
of the bodies were so badly charred
tj)at identification was Impossible, In
tho absence of any official statement
many theories as to the cause of the
disaster were advanced.
Several bodies were fished out of
the marshes 200 yards from the building and It is feared that others may
have been blown Into the river still
farther away. All were mutilated.
The explosion, which was felt In
Philadelphia, a distance of 15 miles,
occurred about lo o'clock in what is
y
known as the
building, a
structure 75x3(10 feet.
"10-F-

"

two-stor-

ARGENTINE SUPPORTS AMERICA.
Brazil, Guatemala and Peru Expected
to Join Cuba md Panama for U. S.
Chile ard Mexico Neutral.
Iluenos Aires, April 11. The government issued a declaration announcing that it supported the position of
the United States in reference to Germany.
Washington, April 11. Much of the
atuncertainty as to
titude in the war between the United
States and Germany was cleared
away by definite advices that Chile
and Mexioo will remain neutral, and
that Brazil,
indications
increasing
Guatemala and Peru will Join Cuba
and Panama on the side of the United
States.
The decision of Chile, the first of
the South American republics to nnnounce her neutrality, caused some
surprise among officials here. In
tnany quarters It had been expected
that she eventually would break with
the lterlln government but would post
pone her decision until advised defi
nitely of the course of Argentina and
Brazil, the other members of the in
fluential
group in South
America.

ABC

Brazil Recognizes Russia.
Brazil has recog
Rio Janeiro.
nized the new government of Russia.
GERMAN

HOPE

IN

WEST DOOMED

Allied Troops Continue Drive, Twisting Back "Hlndenburg Line."
London, April 11. British, overcom- fng strong resistance, push onward in
France in renewal of offensive, cap
turing 11,000 prisoners and a vast
amount of war equipment. Extensive
troops penetrating
gains reported;
live miles west of Arras.
Berlin admits two divisions in the
fighting suffered "considerable losses'
Inflicted by superior forces.
Severe reciprocal bombardments re
ported from portion of line held by
French. No infantry engagement has
taken place.
Notable successes over the Turks
claimed by British and Russian war
offices in Mesopotamia.
Kizil ltobat, eighty miles northwest
of Bagdad, captured. Much war material also taken.
American Line steamer New York
damaged by mine off Liverpool. None
aboard injured by explosion.
Pledges New Mexico's' Resources.
Albuquerque. The greatest crowd
ever seen by Albuquerque gathered in
a patriotic demonstration at the National Guard armory and heard Gov.
W. E. LIndsey pledge New Mexico's
resources in men and material to
President Wilson for making war.
More than 4,00 persons were In the
crowd. Police turned hundreds away
when the armory was filled. More
than 2,000 persons marched in a parade which preceded the demonstration at the armory.

FACTOR IN

WORLD-WAR-

.

Washington, April 10. Austria has
Wilbur D. Nesbit wrote the poem espoused tho cause of her ally, Ger"Your Flag and My Flag," declared by many, against the United States. Sha
many to be the best expression of na- has officially broken off diplomatic retional sentiment since Drake wrote his lations with the United States; handfamous poem beginning, "When Free- ed Ambassador Penfield and his staff
dom From Her Mountain Height"
their passports and recalled her ambassador-designate,
Count Tarnowski,
Baron Erich SCwiedinek, the embassy
WAR DECLARED BY CUBA stuff and all consular agents.
The Austrian steamFIVE BILLION LOAN PLANNED TO ships Martha Washington and Himain port here, were
laya,
ASSIST ALLIES.
seized by the customs authorities.
At New Orleans three Austrian
One Officer and Five of Crew Killed steamers, the Clara, Anna and Teresa,
When Interned German Steamer
the Budupcst at Newport News, the
Is Blown Up.
Krancouia at Philadelphia and tho
Erny at Boston, were also taken in
,
The President of the Re- charge.
Panama
Dr.
of
Ramon
Valdez,
Panama,
public
Santiago, Chile, Chile will maincommitting tain
signed a proclamation
an attitude of neutrality, so long
assistlo
Panama unreservedly
the
as she Is not made the object of a
in
of
the de
the United States
ant!'
direct attack, according to assurances
fense of the Canal, The President also
officials.
canceled the exequaturs of all the given by government
German consuls in Panama.
Rio Janeiro. An early rupture of relations between Brazil and Germany
Washington. The Interned German Is
expected.
war ship Cormoran at Guam has been
blown up. The Cormoran refused to
Washington. Developments of tho
surrender to the American forcus fourth
day of the war centered on
which went to take possession of her,
Hill. There Congress got
Capitol
and was destroyed by her crew. One
down to business, to supplement its
German warrant officer and five ento the President to aclisted men were killed by tho ex- authorization
It had
Germany's
cept
plosion. Twenty officers, twelve war- before it In lis several committees
rant officers and 321 enlisted men the
legislation which will mobilize all
were taken prisoners.
of the men and money resources of
the nation to make the nation the
Washington, Apnl o. Administrain the great
tion leaders In conference decided to most powerful factor
Briefly summarized,
unlock at once the vast financial renext fortnight,
sources of the United States lo the Congress, within the
to provide:
allies. To relieve the economic needs hopes
Nationalization of the state militia,
of the entente governments a huge
it and tin regular establishbringing
undetermined
loan, of dimension:! yet
ment to war strength; creating of a
not
will
but
less than $2,ooo,iM,U00,
men with
be forthcoming from this country as volunteer army of 500,000 of similar
provision for the raising
speedily as Congress can pass the units as fast as
training facilities are
necessary legislation. Not a penny of
available, until 1,200,000 are ready for
profit, it was authoritatively stated, land service.
will be expected or received by the
Increasing the strength of the navy
country on the loan.
marine corps bo that it will be
The loan will be America's immedi- and
to undertake offensive and deate contribution to the allied cause, able
Germany.
with the promise of other bountiful fensive operations against
Authorization of a bond Issue which
contributions of money, munitions and
to exenable
the
will
States
United
foodstuffs to come a., needed.
a credit of $3,000,000,000 to the
An Immediate bond issue, possibly tend
entente, especially France and Russia,
totaling $5,000,000,000, Is forecast. The while
expending $2,000,000 to perfect
exact amount Is yet to be determined.
its own military establishment.
Completion of a new system of taxaPetrograd. Minister of Justice
to permit the nation to in part
said In an interview Saturday tion
as it goes," which will raise a
that if the German people would fol- "pay
to two bilbillion and
low the Russian example and dethrone
their Emperor "we offer possibility of lionAn dollars annually. which will end
espionage system
preliminary negotiations."
German
activity in this
the arrest of
London. The Central News says country and provide for
it is semi officially informed 'hat a aliens and German sympathizers who
declaration of war by Brazil against are plotting against the government.
A system of conservation which will
Germany may be expected.
enable the nation to prevent waste of
Havana. Cuba, not yet out of her all commodities, especially foodstuffs.
A system of conscription to apply to
'teens as a republic, is at war with
skilled labor and especially trained
Germany the first of the Latin- men in
every walk of life, whose servAmerican countries to range herself
and
ices will increase
alongside the United States her liber- hasten the conclusion efficiency
of the war.
ator and protector.
Cooperation between the entente
London.
have
been and the United States in the form of
Passports
of government ship lines,
placed at the disposal of the Ameri operation
can embassy in Vienna, according to and providing for adequate insurance
so that the German submarine ata dispatch to the Exchange Telegraph
tempts to starve the entente will be
from
The
Hague quoting rendered
Company
impotent.
from
received
Austrian
the
telegrams
capital. The dispatch says that BulMadrid, Spain. The official journal
garia and Turkey have also decided
to break off relations with the United published a decree declaring the neuStates and that Holland will probably trality of Spain in the war between
look after Austrian interests in Wash- the United States and Germany.
ington and American interests in
Mexico Has Secret Radio Line.
Vienna.
New York. The police were directLaredo, Tex. Communication beed Friday night to notify all enemy tween Mexico and Germany is being
aliens in the city to turn over any carried on secretly through a wireand all firearms in their possession less plant in Salvador which was reto the authorities, in accordance with cently sent to that country from MexProsident Wilson's proclamation.
ico, according to Americans who have
arrived here from Mexico. It is said
Washington.
Immediately follow- that the plant was set up and is
ing the issuance of the President's manned by Germans and that it is of
proclamation setting forth that a sufficient Btrength to communicate distate of war exists between the rect with Berlin.
United States and the imperial GerMcMahon Shoots Wife and Self.
man government, orders were disOmaha. William McMahon, former
patched by Attorney General Gregory
to United States district attorneys chief of police of Bancroft, Neb., shot
throughout the country for the arrest and fatally wounded his wife and
then killed himself here.
of sixty alien enemies.
New

Ker-ensk-

three-quarter- s

Guns Would Have Saved Ship.
Washington. Capt. Lyons of the
Brownsville, Texas, April 7.
sentiment
is spreading American ship Missourian, destroyed
rapidly in Mexico and Gen. Carranza by a submarine, stated in his report
is reported to be considering routing to the American consul at Genoa, that
all Germans out of the Mexican army, the Missourian could have been saved
according to information sent to had she been armed.
Washington by United States Consul
Vote Against Importation.
Johnson in Matamoros, just across the
river. Consul Johnson's dispatch was
Augusta, Maine. A decisive vote
based on statements brought by a against an effort to prevent the imconsular agent to Matamoros after a portation of intoxicating liquors into
visit to Victoria, capital of the state the state for beverage purposes was
of Tamaulipas.
taken by the House.
May Oust German Soldiers.
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Mrs. Elizabeth Schoepf Huebscher,
wife of Dr. Charles Huebscher, counselor of the Swiss legation, is now entertaining extensively the Washington
friends she made as
schoolgirl in
one
of
fashionable
Washington's
schools.
She is the daughter of W. K.
Schoepf, Cincinnati traction magnate,
and her marriage last November was
of International interest.

U,

S, THANKED

BY KING

PREMIER SAYS AMERICA IS THE
GREATEST WORLD POWER.
Great Britain Expresses Gratitude for
United States Entering War on
Side of Allies.
Western Newspaper l;nl"n News Service.

London.

King George and Premier

h
Lloyd George and former Premier
expressed Great Britain's grati-

tude to America for her entrance into
the wnr on the side of the allies.
The King's declaration was in the
form of a message to President Wilson.
Lloyd George sent a stirring
message to the government and people of the United States In behalf of
tho imperial war cabinet, "representing all the peoples and nil the nations
of the British empire."
Not a "scrimmage for power and
possessions" is the fight which America has Joined, Lloyd George pointed
out in his message, "but an unselfish
struggle to overthrow a sinister conspiracy against liberty and human
rights."
Germany he characterized as "the
most savago foe that ever menaced
the freedom of the world." He paid
a high tribute to "America's chivalry
and courage" and said America "now
has in one bound become a world
power in a sense as never before."
Carranza Reported Prisoner In Palace.
El Paso. Government
agents reported to Washington that word has
been received of President Carranza's
imprisonment in the palace at Mexico
City and that fighting Is now in progress between government forces and
the Revolutionists.
Gen. Obregon is
said to have been backed by German
flananciers, who sent $500,000 to pay
the troops in the state of Chihuahua
The Murgla brothers, in command at
Juarez and Chihuahua City, are close
friends of Obregon, and will join the
revolutionary movement.
America Sends Plea to Russia.
Washington. The United States
has directly appealed to the Russian
government to do everything possible
to bring about internal concord so
that German intrigue will not inter
fere with a successful prosecution of
the war. In a special appeal sent to
Russia by Secretary of State Lansing
he characterizes
Germany as "the
greatest enemy of and menace to democracy in the world."

London, April 10. British launch
most tremendouB drive of war In vicinity of St. Quentin, driving forward
on front twelve miles long, penetrating German positions to depth of three
miles and capturing thousands of prisoners. Famous Vimy ridge taken by
storm by Canadians.
Violent British attack reported also
near Cambrai, where they captured
the village of Demicourt.
Bennett cables from Berlin that
German sentiment Is beginning to
swerve around in favor of President
Wilson and hints that momentous
events of advantage to the United
States are brewing In Germany.
Herr Scheidemann, leader of the
German Socialists, departs on secret
mission, apparently to Russia, In the
interest of a separate peace.
Ten British airplanes missing and
seventeen German machines driven
down in day's aerial fighting.
Only minor operations
reported
from east front.
London. In terrific air fighting two
days and nights, in northern France,
British aeroplanes carried out numerous raids and dropped more than
eight tons of bombs. Twenty-eigh- t
British machines are missing, says tho
official statement from British headquarters in France; fifteen German
aeroplanes were seen to crash to the
ground, and thirty one German machines were driven down, damaged.
Ten German balloons, the statement
adds, were brought down in flames.
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Amsterdam. Emperor William has
ordered German Imperial Chancellor
to submit to
von Bethmann-Hollwehim certain proposals for the reform
of the Prussian electoral law, to be
discussed and put into effect after the
conclusion of peace. An official tele
gram from Berlin announcing this or
der adds that it foreshadows also the
reform of the upper chamber of tho Valerland
Nassovitt
Prussian diet.
g

New York. The Belgian relief
steamship Anna Fostenes, carrying
$350,000 worth of grain to Rotterdam,
has been sunk by a German submarine. The vessel carried no Americans.
Washington. Mail service between
the United States and Germany was
suspended by Postmaster General
Burleson during the continuance of
hostilities between the two powers.
Paris. The Lafayette Flying Corps,
composed of American aviators, has
shot down thirty German airplanes, accommunicacording to a
tion.
semi-offici-

British efforts to reach the
Quentin road and to drive a
salient into the German lines between
these two important
points, outflanking both, continue successfully.
In operations near Ronsscy, ten miles
north of St. Quentin, Field Marshal
Haig's men have captured Lempire.
French troops continue to recover
ground captured by the Germans
northwest of Rheims, where Berlin reports 827 French prisoners were taken
in the capture of French positions.
The German successes at the
bridgehead on the Stokhod in
Volhynia are reported by Berlin to
have resulted in the capture of 130
Russian officers and 9,500 men.
Turkish troops are reported in retreat in Mesopotamia before the Russian and British forces that joined
hands on the left bank of the Diala
river.

Bombs Dropped on Kent
London. Towns on the
Kent were bombarded again
man airplane.
There were

Coast.
Belgian Relief Ship Torpedoed.
r
London. The Belgian steamer
coast of
from New York with Belgian reby a Gerlief supplies was. torpedoed without
no
warning.
Tre-vie-

in Coal Combine.
Indict Thirty-ninNew York. An indictment naming
twenty-oncorporations and eighteen
individuals, charging violations of the
t
law in fixing prices
Sherman
of coal, was handed down by the Federal Grand Jury.
e

e

anti-trus-

Dr. B. Clark Hyde Is Freed.
Kansas City. Judge Porterfield dismissed the murder charge against Dr.
B. Clark Hyde, the action being on
motion of the defense, citing that the
case had been continued four times at
the request of the state. Dr. Hyde
was charged with the murder of
Thomas H. Swope, millionaire uncle
of Hyde's wife.

U. 3. Consuls Reach Cuba.
Havana. Six former American conRichard Olney, Diplomat, Dead.
suls to Germany and two vice consuls
Boston. Richard Olney, secretary
with members of their families arrived
here Monday on board the Spanish of state under President Grover Clevesteamer Cadiz, from Spain.
land, died at his home here.
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3,902
5.404

Armenia
Itohemiu

l'isa

Pennsylvania
Hul'hurg
Muffdebunf
Adamstuim
Mutudor (bark)
Geo. Washington
Kaiser Wilhelm II
Fried, der Groafie
Prinzess Irene
Grosser Kurfuerst

Rarbarossa

Gouverneur

Holsatia

4.967

125,920
641,080
117,480

13.3.13

4,472
4,497
C.uoO

1.468
25.570
19,361
10,771
10.S93
13,102
10.983
10.531
9.410
4.630
4.660
4.760
2.778
2.555

HONOLULU.
1.739
Jaeschke

Staatssekretaer Kra

13S.4O0
21)9,529

3.109
4.424
2,164

Looftmoon
Lockhun
Pommern
Prlns Waldemar
Setoa

s.oijo.ooo
99.000

8.411!

Hamburu
Koenlg Wilhelm II
Allcninnia
Prinz Klti'l Frledrlch
Prlnz Joachim
Pnrtonla
Mala
1.65
Cliira Mennlg
1,746
Imlra (Bhlpi
BOSTON.
22.622
Anierlka
16.630
Cincinnati
7.409
Koelli
1!.53
Krnnnrlnz'n Cecilie
5,621
Orkenfels
6,040
Wlltekind
BALTIMORE.
11.440
Bulgaria
9.S35
Neekar
10,050
Rhein
PHILADELPHIA.
6,026
Prinz Oskar
6,600
Rhaetta
NEWPORT NEWS.
6,545
Arcadia
3,651
Budapest
14,908
Krnnprinz Wilhelm
4,650
Prinz Eitel Frederlch
CHARLESTON, S. C.
4.525
Llbenfels
WILMINGTON, N. C.
4.494
Kiel
3,794
Nicarla
SAVANNAH.
2.974
Hohenfelde
NEW LONDON, CONN.
4,761
Wiilehad
JACKSONVILLE, KLA.
2,789
Freda Leonhardt
PENSACOLA, FLA.
1.769
Rudolph Blumberg
3.716
Vogesen
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
2.554
Andromeda
7,524
Breslau
S.143
Georeta
3,769
Teresa
GALESTON, TEX.
4,795
Morawlts
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
2,742
Ottawa (bark)
4,756
Serapls
PUGET SOUND..
1.W0
Arnoldus Vlnnen
2.723
Dalbek (bark)

Will Hasten Mining Operations.
Bisbee, Ariz. Permanent commitPredict Slump in Wheat Crop.
here to
tees of miners were
Washington. A prospective slump
with the government in an of more than 50,000,000 bushels in the
effort to speed up the production of winter crop of wheat, as compared
metal mines for munitions making.
with last year's crop, is the first
problem to confront the counManila ,Veterans Pledge Loyalty.
try. Official estimates of the DepartManila, P. I. Filipino veterans of ment of Agriculture on the 7th the
forecast
the revolution are pledging their loy- first for the 1917 harvest
Kurt (bark)
alty and cooperation to Governor Gen- that much of a decrease, although the Baxonla
Steinbek
acreage is much greater.
eral Harrison.
g

6.649
1.971
1.637
.557
3.227
4,730
2,000

126,360
6,500,010
4,000,000
90(1,000

1,250,000

31(1.340

319.240
69.700
65,400
40.200

1,545,00--

l.ISO.ootl
2S6.46'!
3,ooo.(yyi
141,72,1

141,280

3,728
345

OHO

351.081)
1G5.640
136.4SO

92,810
316,540

65.4S0

t.662

Sachsen
Sambla

84,888
95,240
148,000

11,280

41,800
141,320
49,800
40.800
163.440
69.480
123.360
41,000

Tueblnfrn
Farn

SAN JUAN, PORTO RICO.

Praesldent

Aviators May Distribute Speech.
London. Serious consideration is
given to the suggestion that copies
of President Wilson's address to Congress be printed in German and distributed over the German lines by al
lied aviators.

Bryan Tenders Services as Private.
Tallahassee, Fla. William Jennings
Bryan, in a telegram addressed to
President Wilson at Washington, has
tendered his services to the United
States during the war as a private.

Short Crop Sends Wheat to $2.14.
wheat crop
Accepting
Chicago.
conditions shown by the government
report as a calamity, the wheat market on the 7th advanced swiftly from
a bushel for May options to 13c
for September. July advanced 12c.
and May oats
May corn sold up

8c

5c

d

Federal Employes Discharged.
Washington. The War Department
Monday ordered that members ol the
National guard who are government
employes or who are employed by private contractors on government work
for the army or nary be discharged
from military service.

3637
2930

Fruit.
Apples, Colo., fancy, box. . ,$1.003.00
Colo.,
winter, box... 2.503.00
Pears,
Vegetables.
Beets, cwt
$3,504.00
1.602.00
Carrots, cwt
.12
.10
Cauliflower, lb
.60
Celery, Pascal, hgr. doz... .80
.25
Onions, table, doz
12.0015.00
Onions, cwt.
5.50
4.50
Potatoes, cwt.
Prices for Metals.
Bar silver, 73c; lead, $9.00;
per, $30.62 V4; spelter, $9.98.

cop-

Price of Linseed.
Duluth, Minn. Linseed On track
3.10
and arrive, $3.09
bid; May,
$3.09
bid; July, $3.10.
New York Cotton Prices.
York. Cotton May, 20.60
21.65; July, 20.5021.40; October, 19.75
(g 19.40; December, 19.60
19.40; January, 19.40.

New

8.007
4.765

Odenwald

43

41

Boulder.--Tungstc-

3.1.TO

Raja

Butter.
Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb..
Creameries, 2nd grade, lb. 40
Process
Packing stock (net)

r
concentrates, 60
per cent, $17.00 per unit. Crude ores,
60 per cent, $15.00; 25 per cent, $9.40
12.00; 10 per cent, $8.7010.00 per
unit.

6.130

Essllngen
Mark

Elsass

Eggs.
Eggs, graded No. 1 net, F. O. B.
32
Denver
Eggs, graded No. 2 net, F. O. B.
24
Denver
Eggs, case count, misc. cases,
less commission$8.90(59.15

MISCELLANEOUS MARKETS.

6.433

1,735
1.243
4.594
4.591
4.902
679

(J

355,920

MANILA.

Andalusia
Bochum
Camilla Rlckmeri
Coblens
Clara Jebsen
Carl Dlediichsen
Elmahorn

Live Poultry.
The following prices on live poultry
are net F. O. B. Denver:
19
17
Hens, fancy, lb
22
20
Springs, lb
12
10
Stags, lb
09
Roosters
22
.
.
.20
10
over.
or
lbs,
Turkeys,
19
17
Ducks, "young
16
15
Geese

1,5(10.000

1,250,000
656,800
230.500
99.000

4,139
3.537
3,000

Canadian Statesman Pleased.
Ottawa. Ont. Entrance of the United States into the war against Germany was .characterized by Sir Edward Morris, premier of Newfoundland, as "the most momentous act that
has occurred since Germany proclaimed war," according to a dispatch
from London, received by the agency
Germans Must Register.
British Premier Sends Message.
here of the Renter Telegram company
Few Germans Remain in Amoy.
B.
Mrs. Alton
Parker Dies.
"Not only Is It important as regards
Indians Offer Services.
London. Stating that he spoke at
Augusta, Maine. Gov. Milliken is
reNew York. Mrs. Alton B. Parker, the war, but In Its future effect in the
Amoy, China. But few Germans
Oklahoma City, Okla. One thon-santhe instance of the imperial war cabi- sued a proclamation declaring all Ger
main in Amoy, and these are under net. Premier Lloyd George sent a stir- man citizens shall appear within
Comanche Indians of Oklahoma wife of former Judge Parker, Demo- varticipation of the United States Id
police surveillance and subject to the ring message to America recognizing twenty-fou- r
hours before town clerks have offered their services to Presi- cratic candidate for President in 1114, tie permanent peace of the worll" W
Chinese law.
eciared.
died at her home here.
or board of registration and register. dent Wilson.
her entrance into the war.
Wilson Appeals to Nation's Farmers.
Calling upon the
Washington.
farmers of the country to enlist "as
soldiers of the commissary," President
Wilson said that upon the patriotism
of the farmers depended whether this
country was to answer the call of It
own and allied peoples for food.

-

Kansas City Produce.
Kansas City. Butter Creamery, 45c;
firsts, 42c; seconds, 40c; packing,

81c.

Eggs Firsts, 33c.
Poultry Hens, 21c; roosters,
turkeys, 26c.

14o;

Chicago Live Stock Quotation.
Chicago. Hogs Top, $16.30; bulk,
$15.9516.20;
light,
$15.3516.15;
mixed, $15.6016.25; heavy, $15.55
16.30; rough, $15.5515.70; pigs, $11.50
14.85.

Cattle Native beef cattle,

$9.40
13.30; stockers and feeders, $7.40
10.50; cows and heifers, $5.8511.20;
calves, $9.00 13.50.

Sheep
$9.10

at

Wethers, $10.6013.05; ewes,

12.40; lambs, $11.9015.80.

Elgin, III.

Elgin Butter.
Butter Twenty-fiv-

e

tubs

44c.

Chicago Grain and Provision Prices.
Chicago. Wheat No. 2 red, $2.26;
No. 3 red, $2.20H2.2G; No. 2 hard,
$2.252.26; No. 3 hard, $2.182.22.
Corn No. 3 yellow, $1.34VtL40;
No. 4 yellow, $1.331.37.
Oats No. 3 white, 6714 70 Ho;
standard. 68K71c.
Rye No. 2, $1.791.80.
Barley $1.1601.40.
Timothy $4.50 6.25.
Clover $18.00.
'
Pork $35.40.
Lard $21.3221.42.
Ribs $19.60 19.95.

.

ful and lawabldlng persons, except so
far as restrictions may be necessary
ECONOMY OF FEEDING GRAIN ON PASTURE
for their own protection and for the
safety of the United States, and toward such alien enemies as conduct
Forage crops make cheap pork, be- half of May or the first of Jane, It
WAR
themselves In accordance with law all
cause they permit cutting the grain al- should bo ready for pasturing In six
citizens of the United Stntes are
lowance to the mlalmum. A system to eight weeks.
to preserve the peace and to
of nuiuugement which will furnish forHogs which have been pastured durtreat them with nil such friendliness
age through the entire grazing season ing the grazing season on crops alas may be compatible with loyalty and
should be planned early.
ready mentioned may be finished by
allegiance to the United States.
Rye nnd bluegrass will furnish pas- allowing them to hog down corn and
K. O. SELLERS
Acting Director of
the Sunday School Course In the Moody ture early in the spring, and may be soy beans. These crops may be grown
"And all alien enemies who fall to (By
President Calls Upon Americans conduct thvmselves as so enjoined In uiuie inaiuuio oi unicago.j
followed by alfalfa or clover. Hogs together or In separate fields.
Congress Declares a State of
If
addition to all other penalties pre- (Copyright, KIT, Weilern Ntwpapr Union,
have been turned onto alfalfa at the grown In separate fields, they should
To
of
War Exists With the ImpeSupport Measures
scribed by law shall be liable to re
Missouri College of Agriculture as be arranged so thut the hogs can have
straint or to give security or to re
LESSON FOR APRIL 15
rial Government.
early as April 10, although It will usu- the run of both fields at the same time,
Government
move, depart from the United States,
ally be several weeks later before It since the two crops make a better ra"And pursuant to the uuthority
Is ready. Clover will usually be ready tion than either alone.
JESUS THE GOOD SHEPHERD.
vested In me, I hereby declare and esfor pusture during the last half of
Experimental results at the Missouri
ALIENS MUST KEEP PEACE tablish the following regulations.
HEATED DEBATE IN SENATE
May.
agricultural experiment station show
LESSON TEXT John
I
which find necessary In the premises
Those crops must be seeded the that, on forage, It required an average
GOLDEN TEXT- -1 am the (food Shep
herd: the good Shepherd glvetli His life year previous to that In which they of 3.18 pounds of grain to
and for the public safety :
produce one
10:11.
for
the
John
sheep.
"I An alien enemy shall not have In
are to be grazed. Perhaps the best pound of pork, as compared with S.U
All Who Fail to Conduct Themselves
La Follette, Gronna, Stone, Norrit,
his possession nt uny time or place
forage Is dwarf cssex pounds, the average from five dry-lo- t
This lesson probnbly occurred nt spring-sowVardaman and Lane Vote Against
Properly Are Liable to Restraint
any firearms, wenpnns or Implements the Feast of the Tabernacle In Octo rape, or a mixture of rape and oats. feeding trials conducted under similar
and Other Penalties ExecuResolution Great Majority
of war or component parts thereof,
ber, A. D. 29. The place was Jeru Rape may be seeded for hog pasture conditions. This would mean a saving
tive Calls for Volunteers
for the Measure In the
ammunition, mnxlm or other silencer, salem, perhaps In or nenr the temple. as early as the ground cun be worked of 38 per cent in the amount of grain
for Both the Navy
Lower House.
arms or explosives or material used In
Facts, pictures and Illustrations re
and Army.
the manufacture of explosives.
eastern shepherd life can be
"2. An alien enemy shall not have garding
used effectively In teaching the lesson.
Washington, April 0. The United
In his possession at any time or place.
7.
The
Washington,
April
president
The
States Is now formally at war with
on Friday signed a proclamation for- or use or operate, any aircraft or wire nnd true teacher must Impurt, develop
protect. Jesus does all of these
Germany. In response to the presiless apparatus, or any form of signal
bea
war
state
mally
of
declaring
dent's message congress has adopted
tween tho United States and Germany. lng devices, or any form of cipher code things.
the resolution declaring that a state
I. Jesus, the Door (vv.
Any
In the proclamation he called upon or any paper, document or book, writ
of war exists between the two counone who tries to git access to the
ten
In
or
which
or
In
American
citizens
to
printed
cipher
to
give support
tries.
than
through
sheep any other way
there may be Invisible writing.
ail measures of the government.'
The senate was the first to act on
"3. All property found In the posses Jesus the door Is a thief nnd a robText of War Proclamation.
the war resolution and adopted It by a edly and grossly violated Its treaty ob
A
door Is an Invitation to
sion of an alien enemy In violation of ber (v. 1).
vote of 82 to 6. The six senators who ligations to us, and wantonly broken
The war proclamation Issued by the
to investigate, to purcliuse, to
enter,
sub
shull
be
foregoing
regulations
voted against the resolution for war solemn assurances."
President Wilson is as follows:
learn, to meet others. It Is the proper
Ject to seizure by the United Stutes.
"The Issue Is not peace or war," Sen
were :
"Whereas, the congress of the Unitentrance. To go In through any other
From Forts.
Must
ator
Keep
Swanson
nl
Away
"War
continued.
has
ed
In
the exercise of the conStutes,
ASLE J. GRONNA,
arouses suspicion. It Is also a
Republican,
"4. An alien enemy shall not ap way
ready been declared upon us. The Is stitutional authority vested in them,
North Dakota.
means of safety to control those who
f
of
be
or
found
within
sue
is
we
whether
or
war
shull
proach
have
accept
resolved by joint resolution of
HARRY LANE, Democrat, Oregon.
he closed In case of dana mile of any federal or state fort. enter; It can
tlie seunte and house of representaR. M. LA FOLLETTE, Republican, abject and cowardly submission."
ger, and Is strong to protect ugalnst
ain'rnft
govern
station,
arsenal,
camp,
of
the
American
tives bearing date this day, 'that a
Reciting
sinking
Wisconsin.
storms nnd thieves. It Is a means of
ships, German plots, and outrages in stute of war between the United States ment or naval vessel, navy yurd, fac separation, to Insure privacy, and to
G. W. NORRIS,
Republican, Nemanufacture
or
the
for
this
tory
workshop
Senator
said
the
Swanson
and the linperlul German government,
country,
braska.
n means of egress. Jesus says
of munitions of war, or of uny prod furnish
WILLIAM J. STONE, Democrat, Zimmermnnn plot to incite Mexico which has been thrust upon the Unitwe are to "go in" for communion with
or
use
ucts
navy,
of
the
for
the
army
this
low
ed States,' Is hereby formally declured :
against
country "reaches the
Missouri.
God, and to "go out" for service, to
5. An alien
est depths of national turpitude."
enemy shall not write,
J. K. VARDAMAN, Democrat, Mis"Whereas, It is provided by section
"go In" for strength nnd to "go out
or
attack
or
threat
any
print
publish
Many other senators took part in the 4007 of the revised statutes us folsissippi.
for conflict. Verse nine Is a wonder
of
or
the
congress
government
against
ful verse. In It wo have the simplic
There were eight senators absent or debate, Gronna, Stone, Vardaman, lows :
brunch
or
either
Stutes
United
the
" 'Whenever there Is declared a war
Norris and LuFollette, all opposing the
of the Gospel, "I am the door;'
ity
paired. They were: Bankhend, GofT,
or
measures
or
the
against
between the United Stutes and any thereof,
the excltisiveness of the Gospel,
Gore,
By
Hollls, Newlands, Smith of resolution.
or
of
United
the
States,
ogolnst
FINE PASTURE LAND AND WELL-KEPBARNS.
Senator Smoot made the last Bpeech foreign nutlon or government or any policy
Maryland, Thomas, and Tillman. Of
the persons or property of any person me," tho conditions of the Gospel, "Ena
would
God
short
Invasion
or
that
prayer
those absent It was announced that all
predatory Incursion is per- in the military, naval or civil service ter In ;" the certainty, "Be snved ;" tho at the rate of six pounds per acre. fed. With hogs worth 10 cents a
or threatened of the United
uttempted
except Senator Goro of Oklahoma "hasten the day when liberty will be petrated,
States, or of the states liberty, "Go In nnd out;" the provis When the seuson is favorable, It will pound, the average return per bushel
would have voted for the resolution If enjoyed by all the peoples of tho against the territory of the United or
be ready for pusture during the lust of corn fed to hogs grazing on fornga
territories, or of the District of Co ion, "Find pnsture."
earth."
States
by any foreign nation or govwas $1.84. With hogs ut the same
present.
The true acceptance of Jesus lends hulf of June.
lumbia or of the municipal govern
was
The
ernment
roll call
All six of the senators who voted
and the president makes pub- ments therein.
token while the
not to n life of fear nnd constraint
Surglium will furnish n considerable price the average return per bushel of
A
senntors
lic
and spectators sat solemn.
proclamation of the event, nil
against the resolution were members
These
0. An alien enemy shull not commit but to the perfect liberty of n child, amount of forage during the hot, dry corn fed in dry lot was $1.10.
few cheers greeted the result and then
of the group of twelve which decitizens, denli ens or subjects of or ubet any hostile acts against the satisfaction In green pastures (Va. 23: time of summer when other crops are results emphasize the economy of
filed
a hostile nutlon ot government belmr
feated the armed neutrality bill at the all
quietly out of the chamber,
Tho not growing well. If sown the latter feeding grain on pnsture.
Information, aid 2) that never fall (Rev. 7:10-17United Stntes or
mule of the age of fourteen years and or comfort to its give
last session. There was no attempt
House Vote, 373 to 50.
enemies.
world's richest pasture lands are bleak
to filibuster this time, however.
upward who shall be within the Unit
and barren wildernesses in comparison
The house, after a debate lasting ed
Cannot Live In Barred Localities.
States and not actuuily naturalized
Thirteen Hour Debate.
SPREAD THE MANURE
MATTER IS
about seventeen hours, adopted the shull be
"7. An alien enemy shall not re with this. Christ Is the door to other MINERAL
liable
to
be
reapprehended,
Thirteen hours of heated debate Joint resolution by a vote of 373 to .10.
side In or continue to reside In, to re tilings not mentioned In this lesson
secured
and
strained,
ulien
us
removed
14:0; Eph. 2:1S; Bom. 5:1ESSENTIAL FOR COWS DIRECT FROM WAGON
preceded the vote. Party lines dis- Nearly a hundred representatives made enemies.
main In or enter any locality which (See John10:19-22).
2; Heb.
By him wo enter
appeared in this discussion and Repub- speeches.
"The president is authorized In nnv the president mny from time to time the room of the
licans joined with Democrats In soundknowledge of God
In offering the senate resolution as such event
designate by an executive order as a The Christian's
by his proclamation therebusiness is to know
area.
ing the call to the nation to support a substitute for Its own, the house for of or other
prohibitive
acts
to
Ordinary Rations Do Not Contain Several Good and Substantial
direct the
public
God nnd to make him known.
the president unitedly.
"8. An alien enemy whom the presi
eign affairs committee suhinlttcu a conduct to be observed on the
of
part
Reasons for Condemning
Sufficient Amount of MateeThe little group opposed to the resoGood
II.
the
of
the
Jesus,
long report reviewing
history
Shepherd (vv.
dent shall have reasonable cause to
the
lution drew fire from every side. Sen- submarine warfare and America's fu who United States towurd the ullens lieve to be aiding or about to aid the
It Is not enough to he a door.
Practice of Piling It.
Milk.
for
so liuble; the manner and
become
rial
ator La Follette, defending Germany tile protests against It, Gorman inenemy or to be at large to the danger A door has no volition. It cannot lenve
and heaping blame upon England, was trigues and bomb plots In this country, degree of the restraint to which they of the public peace or safety of the Its place. A shepherd can go In nnd
Colorado Airricul-turshall be permitted."
Dairy cows ordinarily cannot digest (By If. T. FRENCH.
informed by Senator Williams that Dr. the effort to ally Japan and Mexico
United States, or to have violated or out. A false Christ nnd false shop-her- from
College, Fort Collins, Colo.)
of
usual
character
the
rations
40(1!)
'Whereas,
sections
40C8,
by
von Bi'tlmiann-Hollweg- ,
mis
A common practice In fnnnlng secthe German against the United States and the
nre really thieves nnd robbers
to be about to violate any of those reg4070 of the revised stututes, fursulliclent mineral mutter to meet the
chancellor, would have made the same treatment of Amerlcun officials and and
ulations, shnll remove to any locality who come to "Stenl nnd kill nnd de- demands made by heavy milk produc- tions Is still followed, that of hauling
ther
Is
made
to
provision
relutlve
In
the relchstag had he been citizens In Germany.
speech
designated by the president by execu- stroy." On the other hand, Jesus' tion. Tills conclusion lias been reach- immure from the yards and stables to
alien enemies:
Imbued with sufficient effrontery.
"It is with the deepest sense of retive order and shall not remove there- mission was a glorious one, "I came ed by nutrition experts nt the Ohio ex- the field, and Instead of scattering the
Now,
Woodrow
Wil
I,
therefore,
Senator Norris, charging that the sponsibility for the momentous results
from without penult, or shall depart that they might have life, and thnt periment station after two years' In- - manure, placing It In plies. There are
son,
of
the
United
of
States
president
United States Is going to war nt the which will follow the passage of this
several reasons why tills should not be
from the United States If so required they might have It more abundantly."
ostlgutlons with cows yielding largo
behest of the munition barons of Wall resolution," said the report, "that your America, do hereby proclaim to all
As a good Shepherd (1) ho has cour-ng- o
done; first, It offers a breeding place
by the president.
whom
of
milk.
It
concern
a
that
of
quantities
may
state
street, drew from Senator Reed the re. committee reports it to the house, with
for files and Insects, and a harbor for
(v. 12). Jesus was not only will"9. No alien enemy slinll dopnrt
Those specialists also say that ovon mice and other
tort that such an accusation Is
the recommendation that It be passed. war exists between the United States from the United States until he shnll ing, but actually did give his life for
vermin. Second, nnd
and
the
German
common
when
the
rations
imperial
government, hnve received such permit as the pres- the sheep. He had love for all of tho
treason."
practical
more Important, there Is a consider"The conduct of the imperial GerI
and
do
all
direct
nre
amounts
with
The assertion that the nation was go- man government toward this governofficers,
specially
largo
supplemented
able loss In the effect of tho manure
ident shall prescribe or except under sheep, and was willing to seek the lost
ing to war on the demand of gold, he ment, its citizens and Its Interests, has civil or military, of the United Stutes order of a court, judge or Justice, un- (Matt. 18:12). He also had confi of calcium, carbonate and bone flour, by leaching and unequal distribution
that
cows
exercise
off
lime
the
more
still give
than of its
they
vigilance und zeal
said, was "an Indictment of the presi- been so discourteous, unjust, cruel,
4009 and 4070 of the re- dence, due to his knowledge of God (v.
fertilizing Ingredients.
In the
cun digest from their rations. To
of the duties incident der sections
dent of the United States, an indlet-nie14). This Is not audacity but quiet they
Wherever the piles nre made the
barbarous, and so lacking In honesty to suchdischarge
stntutes.
vised
a
state of war, and I do, more
meet this demand for heavy milk pro
of congress, of the American peo- and practice that It has constituted a
He
to
confidence
due
In
or
shnll
lund
"10. No alien enemy
experience.
ground will receive more than its share
ple, and of the truth."
violation of the course of conduct over, earnestly appeal to all American enter the United States except under knows the proper pastures. He knows duction the cows must draw upon the of the fertilizer und other portions will
"The president Is not calling Amerwhich should obtain between friendly citizens that they In ioyul devotion to such restrictions nnd at such places as where to find wnter for the sheep. He mineral substunces of their skeletons. not get a fulr show. It Is a mistaken
their country, dedicated from Its founica to arms for the sake of a few nations.
Further attempt Is being made, by notion that much of tho fertilizing
knows the dangers nnd pitfalls along
to the principles of liberty and tho president mny prescribe.
paltry dollars," Senator Reed continthe puthwny. He knows how to di- the use of more readily soluble lime value will escupe In the air If the ma"In addition to this the German gov- dation
violato
"11.
If
necessary
prevent
ued, "but for the life, honor, and in- ernment Is actually making war upon Justice, uphold the laws of the lund
to learn whether a cow can ab- nure Is spread ot once. The soil will
tion of the regulations all alien ene- rect our efforts. Sundny school teach- salts,
and
tegrity of this country."
ers who nre following In the steps of sorb as much lime as she gives off catch the valuable constituents from
the people and commerce of this coun- to give undivided and willing support mies will be obliged to register.
those measures which may be udopt- milk production.
Introduced by Hitchcock.
the melting snow and rnln, and even
try, and leaves no course open to this ed
"12. An alien enemy whom there the muster, and who perform the nets during heavy
by the constitutional authorities in
if a good shepherd, must pay the
Tho
obtained thus far em dew will carry some of thera Into the
In Introducing the resolution into government but to accept its guge of
results
to
to
cause
believe
reasonable
be
may
war
to
the
a
successful
prosecuting
the senate, Senator Hitchcock made a battle and declnre that a state of war Issue and in
or
to aid the enemy, price of knowledge. (2) Josus hud phasize the value of leguminous rough soil. The third reuson Is important
obtaining a secure and be aidingnt aboutto
brief statement In which he snid that exists."
the danger of the churaeter (v. 15). He was right In ages In milk production. Without lib- also, and that Is in the economy of
or to be
large
Just
peace.
the present time was one "for action,
Flood Opens the Debate.
or safety, or who violates the sight of God, but In order to be eral allowance of such feeds the loss spreading the manure direct from tho
peace
public
Aliens Enjoined to Keep Peace.
not discussion."
or who attempts to violate, or of whom right In the sight of God he must also of minerals from the bones becomes wagon as soon ns hauled to the field,
Under the unanimous consent rule
"The
"And, acting under and by vir there Is reasonable grounds to believe be right In the sight of men. God ex- excessive, and predisposes to disorders rather than to handle it again In
time for discussion has by which the resolution was considered
passed," he said. "The president has Representative Flood could move tho tue of the authority vested In me by that he Is about to violate, any regu pects results. The church expects re- of nutrition.
spreading from the piles.
stated clearly, effectively, more con- previous question at any time after one the Constitution ot the United Stntes lation to be promulgated by the presi- sults from us. The parents who trust
clusively the reasons which make this hour and, if sustained, bring the meas- and the said sections of the revised dent or any criminal law of the Unit- their children to our teaching expect
grave step necessary. The resolution ure to a vote. He was disposed, how- statues, I do hereby further proclaim ed Stntes or of the stntes or territories results. A sheep does not live for ItCONSTRUCTION OF INDIVIDUAL HOGHOUSE
provides for war against the Imperial ever, to give members every opportu- and direct thut the conduct to be thereof will he subject to summary ar- self. It lives for others. Unless It
Is
nnd
for
ment.
on
German government.
wool,
observed
the
regood
It places
part of the United rest by the United States marshal or produces
nity to speak throughout the day. The
States toward all nntlves, citizens, his deputy or such other officers as It has existed In vain ; so God, man
sponsibility for the war squarely upon debate began without any limitation.
or
the shoulders of the German governsubjects of Germany, be the president shall designate, and con- and the church expect of us, ns undor- "War is being made upon our coun- denizens
ment, charged with repeated acts of try and its people," Representative ing male, of the age of fourteen years finement In such penitentiary, prison. shepherds, that we shall produce re
war against the United States.
Flood said In opening. "Our ships are and upward, who shall be within the jail, military camp or other place of sults. This we do not have to do in
"We want no more territory. We
Our noncombatant citi United States and not actually natur- detention as may be directed by the our own strength for any of us mny
sunk.
will demand no Indemnity. We have being
have the life which Is "abundant" nnd
zens, Including men, women and chil- alized, who for the purpose of this president.
no grudge to settle, nor racial antiand
under
such
"exceeding" nnd "beyond measure."
ourmersections
proclamation
are
House
White
murdered,
Statement
being
dren,
We will spend our treasure chantmen are denied the freedom of of the revised statutes are termed
pathy.
The president also Issued a call for The question Is, hnve we this superand our blood and sacrifice our lives the seas.
alien enemies, shall be as follows:
volunteers to bring the army and navy abundant life? (See I Pet.. 1:8; John
without the thought of gain. We are
"All alien enemies are enjoined to up to war strength, nnd gave his In 1:15; Col. 1:19; Eph.
"The time for argument has passed ;
going to war to vindicate our honor the time for heroic action is here, and preserve the peace toward the United dorsement to the general staff army
Doctor Torrey has called our attenand independence as a great nation our
will rally to the support of States and to refrain from crime bill designed to obtain men by selec tion to ten points about the good Sheppeople
and In defense of humanity.
herd. (1) He knows the sheep. (2)
government In this high and pa- against the public safety and from tive conscription.
"Such quarrel as we have with Ger- their
and meet war's sacrifices vlolnting the laws of the United States
"The necessary men," said the pssi- He Is knowp by his sheep. (3) ne has
hour
triotic
many Is not of our choosing. It was and war's perils as a brave and patri- and of the states and territories there- dent in a statement "will be secured a personal Interest In his sheep, calls
forced upon us and we did much to
of, and to refrain from actual hostilotic people should.
for the regular army and the National each by name (v. 3). (4) He leadeth
avoid it For nearly three years the
"We should take our stand by the ity or giving information, aid or com- Guard by volunteering, as at present, them on. (5) He thrusts forth the
president, congress, and the American side of the allied nations who have fort to the enemies - of the United until. In the Judgment of the presi laggard sheep (v. 4). (0) He overpeople Have hoped to avoid It But been fighting humanity's battles for States and to comply strictly with the dent a resort to selective draft Is ad looks none; all are his own (v. 4 R.
one desperate act by the Imperial Ger- two and
f
years, determined regulations which are hereby or which visable.
V.). (7) He goeth before them. He
man government has followed anour power shall be so employed may be from time to time promulgated
"The principles embodied In the leg- has trodden every step of the way that
that
other."
so
long as they islation presented by the war depart they must take. (8) He careth for
that complete victory shall crown their by the president, and
German Pledges Broken.
efforts and that Prussian militarism shall conduct themselves In accord- ment to the military committee of the the sheep (v. 13). (9) He layeth down
Senator Hitchcock was followed by shall be crushed and the world shall be ance with law they shall be undis- senate and house have my entire ap his life for the sheep (vv. 11 and 15).
Senator Swanson of Virginia, who said delivered from the threat and danger turbed in the peaceful pursuit of their proval, and its specific recommenda (10) Giveth eternal and abundant life
the German, government "has repeat- - of the Hohenzollern dynasty."
lives and occupations and be accord- tions embody the best Judgment of the to the sheep (w. 10, 28, 29).
HOG SHELTER.
CLEAN,
ed the consideration due to all peace officers of the war department"
Jesus has sheep outside of Israel (v.
find
Farmers
the
will
Individual
In
these
are brought
18). When
hoghouse shown In the sketch practical,
they
"We, American citizens, resident or
WILSON IS UPHELD IN LONDON
will all become one fold (Eph. 2:14, since It Is easy to build, and can be moved from place to pluce readily on thd
forin
out
Great
their
and
A Free Agent
of
Britain, assembled
sojourning
sight
ting
hearing
Gal. 3:28). It Is through hearing skids provided, writes W. E. Frudden of Charles City, la.. In Popular Mehere at the call of the American society
"I adopted the profession of hermlt-In- g ever. Naturally, having several other 15;
Americana In British Metropolis
his
voice
that they are to be brought chanics Magazine. The frame is built up of 2 by 4 Inch stuff, braced with
I
to
confessed
with
which
wished
theories
Action Taken In Controin London, desire to place on record
experientirely from choice,"
lnch strips. Three
down of his life was a volThe
give the main support to the house, and the
laying
,
ment
our profound satisfaction with the un the outcast as he sat in the doorway
further, I selected absquntula-tlonversy With Germany.
cross braces are notched Into them. It is 8 feet long and 0 feet wide, with a
It was per
on
his
act
but
untary
part
I
crow
"You
out
as the
and lit
files."
see,
qualified approval of the momentous of his lonesome cavern.
formed in obedience to the father's door at one end, and ventilating doors on the sides nnd the other end. The
London, England, April 6. A meet- decision that has been taken by our always was an extremely conscientious Kansas City Star.
will (See Chap. 6:38; 15:10). Jesus frame Is covered with siding, shlplap, or plain
inch boards. The floor is of
ing of Americans, resident or sojournpresident and government In declaring gent. And finally I made op my mind
intended that his relation to his fol- heavy planks. The construction provides for ventilation spaces at the gables
Just as Dangerous as Ever.
ing in London, was held to Indorse the that a state of war exists between the thnt It was never right under any cir
should be exactly like that of the ends, as shown In the lower detail sketch. The side doors are hinged
"I see a French doctor asserts that lowers
action of President Wilson and con- United States and Germany. In no cumstance, no matter how it might
which bound himself to the Father (See at the top and can be raised and set under props fastened to the ends of tho
gress In declaring that a state of war other way could the honor and dignity hurt the hearer, to tell aught but the there Is positively no danger in kissBecause the Father house, permitting the air and sunlight to enter freely, and making it convenChap. 17:21-23exists between the United States and of our flag and country be maintained literal truth, so far as words would ing."
"The deuce there Isn't I Just let him loved him he lays down his life that ient to clean. Fenders should be built around the Inside, about 8 Inches
Germany. This resolution was adopt- and onr national
be pre- - do It Not many moons thereafter my
above the floor to protect the young shoats.
he might take it again.
servea.
ed:
fellow citizens grabbed me and offered kiss the wrong woman and he'll find
If the Shepherd bad remained In the
me my choice of being lynched or get- - out"
grave, what would have become of
Stick to One Variety.
Protect the Trees.
BERLIN TAGEBLATT IS BITTER announcement In exceeding earnest
the sheep?
Where a quantity of any vegetable
To prevent mice and rabbits barkIt is not a trifle if America is added to
Is
In
of the opinion
dent
Asuncion,
Ancient Buildings Uncovered.
He had power to lay it down ; he has or flower Is to be grown year after ing trees take soft axle grease or lard
onr long list of enemies. The German
While quarrying for stone in the vi- that these ruins are not only of
Newspaper Voices Opinion That Prespower to take it again.
year, it Is well to find a strain of the with a little tar mixed with It antf
are
confident
of
people
ident Wilson Deliberately Deceives
victory and we cinity of Tacumbu hill, near Asuncion,
origin, but date back to preEven so we are to forfeit our lives. seed that does the best under the local apply with a paint brush.
are
confident
the
that
construcAmerican peo- Paraguay, to be used in the
historic times, contemporaneous with
the American People.
has passed through conditions and tie to it until a better
ple, either during the war or after the tion of the new penitentiary, the work- those of Tlahuanaco In Bolivia. Exca- but Christ's life
so he has a right to lay Is found.
the
and
trial,
Transferring Swarms.
will
realize
war,
the
buildvations, which might produce some fur- It down and to take It
falsity of Presi- men discovered the ruins of old
Berlin, April 6. The Tageblatt proTransfer swarms and comb from
up again.
ther evidence as to the real origin of
fesses to believe that President Wil- dent Wilson's policies and that this un- ings, among them several large,
You
Have
bee trees to movable frame hives on
Many Hogs?
The commandment which Jesus re
son has deceived the American people holy conflict between America and as
building blocks, which, it Is be- these ruins, are being made.
Are you making provision for car- warm days early In May.
ceived from the Father was not to die,
will be followed by a new and friendly lieved, date prjfir to the discovery of
end that they will in time realize it
In- that noble
but to assume absolute authority over rying through the winter all the live
New Artlstle Lamp Shades.
"In opposition to those elements in
community America. Vaifous utensils containing
stock you can handle? Many a man
Don't Neglect Potatoes.
Artistic lamp shades have been In- life and death.
engravings were also
Germany," says this paper, "who in- of peoples concerning which President
can testify as to the profitableness of
Do not neglect the planting of spring
and others with Wilson formerly used such beautiful found, and have been placed In the Na- vented by a woman, who chemically
This love of the Good Shepherd led
toxicate
this winter crop.
Irish potatoes.
tional museum In Asuncion. Doctor treats the lining of calves' stomachs to him to die for our sins, and to be
large words, we take the American war words."
translucent leather.
raised for our justification.
Unsoldig. the only archaeologist real- - produce

AMERICA FORMALLY
ENTERS THE WAR

WITH GERMANY

Following is the text of the
joint resolution declaring a state
of war between the United
States and Germany, as adopted by congress:
Whereas, The Imperial German government has committed
repeated acts of war against
the government and the people
of the United 8tates of America; therefore be it
Resolved, by the senate and
house of representatives of the
United States of America, In
congress assembled, That the
state of war between the United States and the imperial German government which has thus
been thrust upon the United
States Is hereby formally declared; and that the president
be and he Is hereby, authorized
and directed to employ the entire naval and military forces
of the United States and the resources of the government to
carry on war against the Imperial German government; and
to bring the conflict to a suc
cessful termination all of the
resources of the country are
hereby pledged by the congress
of the United States.
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Navajo Woman SeateaceJ

MISS RANKIN VOTED REPUBLICAN

per year

The wife of Bia Billi
Navajo,
OFFICIAL STATE NEWS
was sentenced to serve one year for
Readers of the Congressional Record will
Executive and Judicial
voluntary manslaugher, by Judge
Neblett, in tbe federal court on Wednot fail to notice that Representative Rankin
She was indicted
nesday morning.
of Montana was recorded as voting with the
on the charge of killing her husCommUsioa Cases
Corporation
au
him
on the head
roll
calls
which
of the
were
band by striking
Republicans on
The State Corporation Commission with an
axe. He died instantly. Her
taken on the opening day of the session in
has closed a number of important defense, it is said was that her hus
tract with Jack Hen t her for the
CURRY
informal cases recently, in most in- band came home drunk and attempconnection with the election of officers of the
erection of a one story brick buildrelief
the
stances
sought by ted to beat ber.
securing
ing to adjoin bis present location
House. She voted for Mann for Speaker and
the persons who solicited the com$75,000 For High School
on Pyramid street and adjoining the
so on down through the list to Lyons for postaddi
The
an
missions assistance.
of
them
issuing
question
Among
Brown block on the south.
The
Eighty Eight Indictments
tional $25,000 in bonds for a new
are the following:
Miss Rankin announced before takmaster.
The federal grand jury recently school at C.ovis had very little high edifice will be a modern physician's
S. Exon, (Taos) vs. D. & R.
op
Guy
will
effice
block
be
and
It re
ing her seat that she had been elected on the
votes being by Dr. DeMoss and R. E. occupied
G. Ry. Co., Commission secured re adjourned was a busy one.
only thirty-si- x
Buvens,
.
turned 88 true bills and 17 no true position,
.1,.
n,:. D. D. S. Mr. Heather expects
fund on part of ticket unused.
Republican ticket and that she would follow
j
to
220 witnesses and ,
Tu.
bills.
examined
It
vot
Silver City Tower Co., vs. A. T.
the nominations made by the Republican caubegin work in the near future on the
considered 105 cases. About half of ed in December
& S. F. Ry. Co., Commission securboard
the
gives
new
and the rasing of the
were for sale of Ii- cus. The only Congresswoman is in position,
for the erection of new high ware building
ed sctllement satisfactory to the the indictments
house now on the site.
Indians and a large percent-ac- e $75,0000
to
it would appear, to give some Congressmen a
qtior
school
bids
had
Since
been
building.
complaint.
D. W. Uriel, this Week closed a
of the accused have already called for some time
Aztec Mineral Water Co., (Taylor
ago there will contract with Jack Heather for the
few gK)d pointers.
guilty, been sentenced and are uc iiiLic
uu
in
siaucu
Springs) vs. El Paso & Southwestern plead
House
erection
of a
uciajr
gcuing
now serving time as U. S. prisoners. the building.
.near his residence on Main street.
System. Complaint refused to comply with necessary regulations of the
The house will be modern in every
WAR WILL CAUSE DEVELOPMENT
Depnty Game Warden Arrives
defendant to secure service desired
way and is of the character for
EDDY
in
arrived
Edward
J.
Veath,
early
at Taylor and decided to make their
which there is a great demand in
the week in Santa Fe, to take up
That the war is to result in a far more
shipments from Springer.
.
Lordsburg.
..
war-- ,
chief
as
his
duties
game
deputy
A.
vs.
T.
Commission
Ro1u
One of Lordsburg's oldest
. .
Corporation
rapid development of resources in this counE. P.'Bujac is organizing
& S. !'. Ky. Co., Rale of 4cts per den, to which he was recently aplandmark on the main
ings . and
:
Game Warden Roualt.
a snranrnn' of roiii' i rulers to be a .
..r .i.:
by
try than has ever before been known, is now
.
..
.
.
..
.
per hundred pounds on sand from pointed
.
.
una id juuy auvdiiiuiK
..
"
j
,,
ui
i
sircei
i,
tuj
of the Roosevelt division. Noth- is t0 soon be raiscd and a modern
'
L"
Taylor to Texico instead of 5 cts.,
apparent.
at- part
U.
Reclamation
the
Service,
but
allowed as requested by Commission
experienced horsemen and two.st
,ng
erected.
block
business
All the government departments are getthe liicnhant Bi tic di'in for sonic..,m
he 'taken.
This I IIC CIIICI I"
shots w
and case closed.
'
UUIIU1IIK II W lW
past, and has the reputation organization is for immediate ser- ting down to direct assistance in a manner
ied h the groccry and hardware
Jose I. Cortcz, vs. A. T. & S. F. !"
wisnAll
and
vice.
of
persons eligible
never tinder taken before.
Ry. Co., Killiiiir.
goats on track.
departments of the Eagle Drug Mer- Proved that the animals were uning to serve their country, may ap- -- cantiie Company, back as far as the ,
This has been particularly noticeable in
Rifles for Home Guards
ply to Major Bujac at once. Carls- cement
will be torn
lawfully trespassing and case dismisconstruction,
connection with the work of the AgriculThe people of Grant and Luna had Current.
sed.
down by W. H. Small and in its
aptlii nwnur
frt
pr tural Department and the Bureau of Mines,
Arthur Seligman (Santa Fe) vs. A. counties will r be supp.ied witn
1
. .
A ript
u
a
r
V ha, nlnnnpft
t
t - rawiuiu
n.
T. & S. F. and Pu'lman companies. proximately live uuiiurcu ruics 11111
with a
ycsiciuoy
iihjjcu
eCj an
j.
bui.ding
'both of which affect this section of the coun,f)M)
70
fed
for
lanihs which were
Refund secured for complaint
and
by plenty of ammunition from the state
Spacjous store roim down-stair- s
armories,
Commission.
by order of Governor days alfalfa and indian corn at the offices on the second floor. Lords- try and the work of which has been rather
folwill
taken
Crawford
Mr.
was
McGinzie
This
action
place.
Lindsey.
burg Liberal.
perfunctory in the past, when it has consisted
lowing several conferences between finish them at some point in Kansas..
Charged With Jury "Fixing"
mostly of the offering only of general sugthe governor and representatives ot
GUADALUPE
Lothario Gonzales was sentenced both the mining and live stock in- - Pat Middleton of Queen marketed
gestions.
to serve a term of thirty days and 'dustrics of that section of the state, 2.2J0 pounds of high priced mohair
Thev are now getting down to the real
fine
a
of $100 on Monday of!
this week.
pay
J. M. Burton was in town Tuesin individual
business of assisting directly
this week by Judge Neblett of the
E, Rilo Normal Board Organized
and called at the News office
day
in-- 1
for
court
icdernl
to
attempting
GRANT
Thc new board of tnistccs uf t,e
cases, and are making special investigations of
land informed us that he and his
f
cases
pending lUjNormai Schooi at E Rit0 organized
jurors
brother are putting in 100 acres this
particular sections and subjects, which means
"V,'' (""'electing A. B. Renehan,
New
year; 25 in crn, lb in Deans, ana
t announced
he
i
Buildings
that they will now attain real and helpful
Many
that the of- - Wednesday,
of
Montaner,
He also
president, and Jrse
a meeting of the board of dir- - ('0 m maize and cane.
At
a
r.
uiti
lieu
iwu
iciim;
yv.ni
The
other
results.
jji.iiai faos, secretary-treasurethinks the outlook for a crop, this
sentence, but in view of the fact members of the board are Senator ectors of the First National Bank
Mr. Burton
General suggestions in mining are too comyear.
fa'ry
that Gonzales pleaded gui ty and T. J. Mabry, of Albuquerque; J. M. of Lordsburg Tuesday morning a came
to this place about three years
that federal officers spoke well of C. Chavez, Jr., of Abiqui, and J se transaction was completed whereby
mon every mining camp has a host of "exmade nwiey every
him for assistance given the governyear lease T0 andIn has
R. Martinez,
of Rio Arriba county. the hank wil! take a'fifty
1915 he sold 1200 dollars
perts" who can furnish just as good ones
0,1 the brick building now occupied year.
ment while night marshal at Galxu
uu
acres.
worm
irom
hvJ Dr. Crorlcer ad o n nir the bank
as those of the Bureau of Mines has furnish.fit,
lup, and and that he was a witness
.?
Youthful Micreant Appears
is now made 1,000 dollars from 45 acres.
on
The
west.
the
in
senbuilding
federal
several
the
the
cases,
But
individassist
ed, by
the
to
doen.
reurnca
of
One
the
Dy
indictments
R.
H.
F.
owned by W.
Small.
Coon,
tence was lightened.
ual prospector or district in determining what
Governor W. E. Lindsey gave an
casnier of the First National bank
"In some counties of tfv's Jtate," the federal grand juryof last week
11
to
a
be
out
turned
that
boy
interesting ta k at the Methodist
heen
the
he or it has in the way of valuable mineral,
instructed
directors
has
sairfl Judg-Nel iett, addressing the
by
with to obtain plans and specifications for church Sunday night. Mr. Lindsey
who was
is genuine assistance, and will lead to certain
prisoner, "many have gained the id"a years old,shoes from charged
an interstate the erection
stealing
of a second story to and James A. French, State Engithat it is iinpcssib'c to obtai'i
and the
will t)ie
case
His
development
bank
in (he cunts on account 01 shipment at Dcmmg.
building and the neer, were passing through,
prcsent
that he would
he given special attention.
The same applies to the fanner. General
'property now acquired and for a Governor thought
the activities vi su
men as yoi,
and combining keep quiet and try to be a private
general remodeling
seeking to influence the acts of men
information is abundant without the Departhe was
George Stone, of Orla, shipped 700 of the two places, in order to give citizen for a short time, batinvitation
of your race perhaps less intelligent
given an
ment. The specific and certain informatoin
I will
never lies head of cows to Colorado Springs the bank more room for their rap- - discovered and
than yourself.
i cxas. tins week, the cattie were idlv erowine business. If the clans to speak at the church.
as to what a ccitain farmer's land, or a cer;taio in nnnili ir,H .,nich
Mr- -- nveicr, wno had snip- - rre decided upon the bank will er
ly anyone who attempts activities ot'ownf"
tain valley, will best produce is worth while
Some of our new homesteaders arc
ped them here last summer for pas- - cct a business block of which Lords-turagthis kind in this court."
and will convert many failures into marked
but the range is very dry burg may well feel proud. Office coming in well equipped; for four
with very little hope of rain in the or lodge rooms will likely be fitted carloads of furniture and machinery
Micressses.
Weather Bureau Forecaat
were unloaded and hauled from the
near future, so Mr. Stone shipped, out in the second story.
rj
The U. S. Weather Bureau office them back.- Carlsbad Current.
Dr. E. C. DeMoss has let a con- - depot today. Vaughn News.
in this city makes the following anThat there is little hope for any kind
nouncement for the past week:
of advancement in the army or navy, for any
The past week was dry, cold, and
man who uses intoxicating liquors is indicatwindy, but with abundant sunshine
Considrable
throughout the state.
ed by the action of Secretary Daniels, who
damage was done to peaches, pears,
recently dismissed Lieut. Thomas M. Tipton,
apricots and alfalfa by the severe
frosts of the week throughout south
the best gunnel" in the navy for intoxication
ern valleys; in the northern districts
and refused to reconsider his decision on the
fruit remains dormant, and has
most urgent appeals from high officers of the
Liltie
not been damaged.
;':
iriiiur has Keen done in north and
navy. This and other recent incidents indicate
drvnecc.l
of
counties
because
p:mlrrn
that the administration is leaning more strong'wind and cold Winter wheat is re
absolute
toward
national prohibition and
ly
ported fair to good, but some damage by high winds, and ovr much
such action may be taken up and pressed for
of the eastern part of the state rain
passage by congress as a war measure in the
is needed.
Little seeding of spring
vcrv near future.
wheat lias yet been done because of
unfavorable conditions.
Ranges are
-- odry and poor in the southeast counties hut better over the higher disTHE GREATEST HELP WE CAN GIVE
tricts of the state and slock losses
have been small.
In response to the statewide appeal by
the Rocky Mountain
Fund, conNew Corporation!
The Burro Grande Copper comtributions amounting to a considerable sum
pany, of Silver City, authorized capiare beginning to iour into the office of tlie
ta.! $1,000,000 with E. A. Blevins,
M. R. Buchanan and C. C. Royall,
i'ew .Mexico divisv.a : Albnquerq 'e;
all of Silver City, as incorporators
new in tMs
iugh th's movement is
The George H. Griggs company of
sect'on of the country, the people hav-- nv-A'buquerqiie. authorized capital
indithe appeal generously, and from present
incorporators, George H. Griggs,
A. Robertson, Frank W. RobHarry
cations the looked-fo- r
mark
will
be
$25,000
erts and William A. Saires, all of
passed.
Albuquerque, and Clarence K. DavThe Fund dates from the speech delivered
enport, Pichard C. Dillon and Ruben
A. Archuleta, all of Encino.
at a dinue1 given by the Club to Mr. Herbert
to conduct mercantile
Organized
Hoover, Chairman, Commission for Relief in
business. Jewan Oil company of
Oklahoma City, which has a capital
Belgium, while in New York City.
of $100,000 and which will prospect
Mr. Hoover states that the Commission
for oil in Eddy county, maintaining
is now rdministering relief to more than
headquarters at Artesia.
and Northern
persons in Belgium
Women on County Boards
France at an expense exceeding $15,000,000
Mrs. W. E. Lindsey, as chairman of
a month.
Over $2;o. 000.000 has been exthe National Suffrage association in
the state, has written to all the dispended ii. keewne these reorile from starvatrict judges, asking them to appoint
tion.
America has contributed onlv $0,000,-00- 0
as many women as possible on the
of this amount.
What is more, the Fund
new county boards of education and
to give especial consideration in the
as an American institution, has been ablv and
fitness of both men and women apefeetivelv managed bv Americans and most
pointed to these places. A number of
of us have imardned that it was mainly supclubs and suffrage
the women's
leaguesflin the state have made reported bv Americans.
commendations to their judges along
Tt is among the children, more than three
the same line. Judge Mecham has
of
aee, that tuberculosis, rickets and
appointed Mrs. Elsie Speckman, of
years
San Acacio, on the Socorro county
other diseases of childhood, are incresing
board.
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WHO WILL PAY THE BILL
o

amusing U re id sonic of
tlie press reports as to how tlie present
is going to place tlie' cost of the
the rich and tlie excess
war on the estates
of
corporation.
profits
The people who send out such reports are
very plainly trying to "work politics".
The expense of the war will eventually
find its source of payment in the consumer.
The Rich man will pay more than the poor
man only in the proportion in which he is a
larger consumer than the poor man.
The products of the corporations will he
sold for more money if they pay more taxes,
just as the freight rates of the railroads will
tt kept up and in some instances increased to
meet the increase of pay to the employes who
won hy means of scaring the people into thinking' there would really he a strike and thereby preparing them to he willing to stand another raise or put up with the present hiyh
rates rather than have the transxrtation
machine take a proposed lay of f something
thai there was not one chance in a thousand
neither
of its having done anyhow,
to.
could
afford
or
employer
employee,
The cost of the war must he met. CerAnd it will he met in the same old
tainly.
way.
l'y a sacrifice of a part of the luxuries
So what
which we are all now enjoying.
is the use of a l"t of political news agents
at Washington trying to cajole the jieoplc into
believing that the present administration has
found a new method of raising the coin in
a manner that will miss the common geezer.
No one who uses his think tank will he fooled
at this time and those who do not use their's
will be fooled for a short time only just until
the demonstration reaches them.

It

is a little

t"

o

PONT MAGNIFY THE DANGER
Mill of the opinion
I'd Paso and other

that the hot
towns along
ilie Ixjrder are busy manufacturing a great deal
We are
air tank at

or

.mn;

"war talk".

There is absolutely no doubt but what there
there from tne r
is a great deal of
on the other side
bandits
of
paiii.-e-d
';augs
Tbe siiua.nn is serious enough as it eiMs.
Villa, and perhaps other leaders have
forces to drive a raid many miles into
this, or any other border state, and do immeasurable damage, and get away again. And
jf troops are not sent there in sufficient
to throw fear into them, we Ixdicve they
It is also very likewill do that very thing.
a
iiuihIkt of Germans among
ly that there are
their forces, that the latter are well informed
in p Hilary training and that they are communicating their information, and training
the rren they are with.
On the other hand, we do not believe
tfiat the abler and belter men and people of
Mexico are going to permit themselves to be
led into war with the United States, after
it has been avoided so long, simply at the
instance of an interested party that would
make a cat's paw of them.
They certainly
appreciate that, that would be the condition
and that they would be the ones to get the
burning.
It is not surprising that the Gentians should
try to get all the assistance possible from
Mexico, or from any other country. It is their
right as war goes, r.ut we believe that the
better informed Mexicans will turn a deaf
ear to them as they would to any other party
to a cause.
For this reason we believe a great many
of the press agents in certain places are
r

sufi-'cie-

nmn-Tx-

nt

rs

four-flushi-

o
WAR FINANCES
o
The proposal to finance the war wholly
or chiefly by immediate taxation overlooks the
of fiscal legislation which is
fundamental
that the !)cneficiaries of expenditures shall
bear the burden equitably.
The beneficiaries
of the war are not wholly the men and women of this generation. They include the generations yet unborn, to whom the overthrow of
Pnissian autocracy and militarism and the destruction of the German menace mean infinitely more than the prevention of the shelling- of New York or any other American city
or any of the more immediate benefits of an
Allied victory. And future generations will
recognize their debt and will be glad to pay it.
There will he sacrifices in plenty for this generation to make in connection with the war
Our burdens
upon which we are entering.
will be heavy enough in any case. An issue
of bonds will not be resented by our children.
o
SAVING ONE TENTH OF A MILL

In discussing the new county school
boards soon to be appointed by the district
judges, the Sierra Free Press says:
"The places should be filcld with active,
progressive men who put a child above a dollar, and who think more of bettering our
than saving the tax payer one tenth
.
ot a m.'li here and there."
citi-tcmh-

ip

build-Maj-
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$20,-00- 0;

alarminrdv because of the insufficient food.
barelv enough to sustain life, not enoneh to
sustain growing bodips.
Arrangements are
beinp made to give ONE MEAL A DAY
to each of 1.2C0.000 school children. This
will cost in excess of One Million Dollars
a month, and this extra money can be had
only from the United States.
This is
Fund that we are annealing
for. The situation is annalline; the need is
imperative, the resnonsibilitv mine and vours.
This relief work is not onlv an act of mercv,
but a treat heln to the fiVhting men of
in that it enables them to devote their
e"M-- e time to the trenches, knowing that their
child
are beim? cared for. America is now
at war with Germ.mv. What greater belo
can we give Germany's enemies and our friends
than necessary food snnnlies? There is only
for Americans to do.
on?
Fill out the Mank and send it in to the
Fund offiVe.
Think. if YOUR children
were starving, would vow be grateful for any
assistance an outside nation would render?

te

ftel-ri"-

tF

Willard H. Hopewell. Committeeman,
Box 502, AJbuquerque, N. M.
Enclosed find $-my contri- bution to the Belgium Relief Fund.

Crile Heads A. C
At a meeting of the new board of
regents of the New Mexico College
of Acrriculture and Mechanic Arts,
held at the college on Tuesday, ut.i
A. D. Crile, of Roswell, was unani- mous'.y elected president to succeed
George E. Ladd, who recently ten-- 1
dered his resignation. No date was
set for the change in executives
but it will be soon. Dr. Crile was
formerly a minister, but for a num
ber of years has devoted his attention to farming on a considerable
scale in the Pecos valley. He has
been active in the Republican party
since coming to New Mexico.
Read Files Bond and
Read
Alexander
Hon
of officer
oath
bond and
...
.
.
as District mtorney 01

Oath
filed

H
his

yesterday
mis j-

II

ais-tri- ct.

Hon. J. H. Crist, who was Mr.
Read's opponent in. the last election
has been in possession of the office since the first of the year, while

different phases of the contest of
Mr. Read have been on trial.
Whi'e the details are not for publication at this time, there are rerr
strong possibilitis that Mr. Read wilt
be successful in winning thc office
in the near future.
Otero CMBty Prime mora
Two' prisoners were received at the
penitentiary during the week. One
of them was' sent o for two year
for beating kit wife, the other for
eighteen so oaths for jail breaking.
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flesh-and-blo-

od

people

with real emotions
and problems that
enter into the lives
of all of us.
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OF NEW MEXICO

STATE

FOR rUBUCATION

NOTICE

PUBLIC LAND LAWS AND NEWS

PUBLIC

LAND

SALE

SANTA FE COUNTY

AFFECTING STATE AND FEDERAL LANDS
DECISION

MADE ON

Notice is hereby given that pursuant
to the provisions of an Act of Congress,
approvea June aj, iviu, tne lawe oi tne
State of New Mexico and the rnlea and
Land Office, the
LINCOLN COUNTY regulation of ofthe State Lands
Commissioner
will offer
Public
at Public Sale to the highest bidder,
at 10 o'clock, A. M., on Saturday, June
in the
town of Santa Fe,
23rd, 1917,
man County of Santa Fe, State of New MexThe discovery of high-grad- e
in
of
front
the
court house therein,
ico,
ganese ores in the Ga.lmas moun- the following described
tracts of land
Lincoln
mark the

MANGANESE

ADDITIONAL

ENTRIES

Office of the Commissioner of Public Lands,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
I

ORES IN

October 1st of each year.
The Commissioner
of Public Lands of.
New Mexico, or hit agent, holding aocn
ale, reserves the right to reject any and
all bids offered at .aid aale,
Possession
under contracts of ante for the above
described tracts will be given on or before October 1st. 1917.
Witness my hand and the official seal
of the State Land Office this 6th day
01 April, a. u. Wit.
ROBT. P. ERVIEN
Commissioner of Public Lands,
Mate ot New Mexico.
First Publication April U, 1917.
Last Publication June 15, 1VI7.
STATE

OF NEW MEXICO

years from the data of tha contract, with
interest oa deterred payments at th law
four per cent per annum payable in
advance on the anniversary of the date of
partial payments to be credited
cjn.ract,
on the anniversary of the date of contract
next following the date of tender.
The aale of lands aelectcd for the Santa
Fe and brant County K. K. Bond Fund
will be subject to the above terms and
conditions except that the successful bid- der must pay at the time of aale one- tenth of the purchase price and lour per cent
interest in advance for the balance of
such purchase price and will be required
to execute a contract providing for the
payment of the balance of such purchase
price in thirty equal, annual installments
with interest on all deferred payments at
the rate of four per cent per annum in
paymenta and interest due on

Rale No. 734. All of See. 1, Lets I, 1
J, 4 Sec. 3, Lota J, 2, J, 4, EyiSEM Sec.
II, All of See. 12, T. 2SN.. R. 23E?, NX
SEX, NKSWM,
SEMSWM Sec. 4, WysWyt
Sec. 1, NM, NyjSy, See. 5, All of Sec
,
Wtf, NEjti Sec. 7. WWW Sec. W, T. 2SN.,

of

New Mexico, or hi a agent, ksMlatj ssMa
aale, reserves the right to reject any sjasl
all bids offered at said case.
Foaaessio
under contracts of: tale tor the above
described tracta will be given oa or before October 1st, 1917.
Witness my band and the official seal
la the State Lead Office this 2ad day
of April, 1917.
ROBT. P. ERVIEN
Commissioner of Pnbbc Lands,
State of New Mexico.
First Pablicatioa April U. M17.
Last Publication June 15, 1917.

f

SXtiEU, SEX Sec. 36, Lota 2,
SE)
Sec. 24, T. 26N., H. 23E., WXSEjd Sec. 9,
EX Sec. 16, SX Sec. 19, SX Sec. To, NWif
NEX, NEXSEX, SXSEX, WXSWX Sec. 21,
SX, SXNX Sec. 22, SX. SWXNWX See.
Sec. 26, NX, SWX, WX
NX, NXSWs
SEX, NEXSEX Sec. 27, WXNEXV SEX
NEX, EXNWX, EXSVVX, SWXSWX, SX
SEX Sec. 28. SXSEX See. 29, All of Sees,
31, 32
33, SX
SWNX. NWXNWX. NWU
Sre. 34, SX, NEX, EXNWX, SWX
NE)
NW)( s,c. 35 A) of s,.c. 34 T, XN
The
2K., containing 12,051.83 acrea.
provements on this land consist of well,
reservoir, and fencing, value $1055.
Sale No. 735. SX Sec. 31, T. 24N., R.
26E., containing 313.89 acres.
There are
no improvements on the above described
tract of land.
Sale No. 7.16. All of Sec. 13, Lots 1, 2, 3,
4. EXNKX.
NEXSEX Sec. 14, NXNEX.
' 1
e
a
cu
,i.'
.1 t'- tu
,
u.
24K..
25N..
Sl.
ja.
iot. 3. 1 SEU
.M
3
NKKNWU.
Nt.NKU.
T
25N'., R. 23E., ciintaining 2,628.06 acres.
The
improvrrrw-ntin this land consist of frnc

STATE OF NtW MEXTO
FOR PUBLICATION
PUBLIC LAND SALE

NOTICE

CURRY COUNTY
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Office of the Commissioner of Public
g
acre
homestead
Lands, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Ut
"ch
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Notice
is hereby ffiven that ourauaat
laws cannot, be made to land en- tains,
he Commissioner of Public Lands of
county, may
to the provisions of an Act of Con Kress,
New Mexico, or his agent, holding such
tered under the
pro- beginning of an important industry "sale No. 769, SF.tf Sec. 26. T. 10N.. R.
June 20, 1910, the Laws of the
SAN
MIGUEL
COUNTY
..pprovfd
reserves
and
the
to
sale,
right
reject any
vision of the 320 acre homestead act for New Mexico, the production of 7., containing 160 acres. The improve- , State of New Mexico and the rulea and
all bids offered
said sale.
Possession
re iru lat ions of t he St ate Land Office, t he
consist OI tenant-- Office of the Commissioner of Public Lands, under contracts atov sale for the above
is a recent decision handed down by manganese.
a."
"i
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer
re. New Mexico.
described tracts will be given on or bethe assistant commissioner of the The parties developing the proper-tic- s Sale No. 77a SFM Sec. 19. T. 10N., R. santa
at Piihlis Sale to the highest bidder, at
N.;... ;I
,i,.
lore ucioDer 1st, iyi.
10 oMoek,
General land office at Washington
A. M., on Tuesday, June 5th.
of an Act of Congress,
to
containing 160 acres. the improveare quoted as believing the work 8E.
hand
and
official
seal
mv
Witness
the
provisions
,lt.
'v,vit.j
ments on thi. .land consist of honse, fenc-1917, in the town
of Clovis, County of
D. C. to the local United States Com- to be in the
laws
of the of the State Land Office this 6th dav
luc 20, 1910, the
ci"c.
'n'
upper zones, mineralanx
"iirry, State of New Mexico, in front of tha
of New Mexico and the rules and of April, A. D. W17.
State
pl,!"n?:.5;lll!i!
missioner.
e
7.1. SWK Sec. 1. T. UN.. R.
hale
House
ized by fumes, and while
Court
i
the following deswi..
,i,
therein,
,;...
.i,.
HOB LP. r.KVlhN
.,i
cribed tract s of land, vii:
After the 640 acre homestead law rock is found average value is not 8E., coniaining J60 acres selected for the mm;.
Its
(
Pnhhr
an.l. will'nd. r
Commissioner of Public Lands,
Fe and tyrant Counties Railroad a,
No. 722,
Santa
and 12,
All
Sale
of
Sections
10
biic
the
Sale
into
number
a
to
at
effect
of
New
of
Mexico.
biJdcr,
State
appliwent
highest
believed to he sufficient to ship the nund rund. lhe improvements on this
r. S N., K. 36 E., containing 1280.16 acrea.
m
a
nn Th,.r..i..
ict First Publication Aoril-1l'J17.
cants who neld additional entries !pl.0(Iuct without sorting, but depth land
iitf. value 4o5.
consist ol house, corral, well, windmill, )vl7, ,' 1Me ,own of Las Vegas, County Last
The improvements on the above described
1V17.
Publication
15,
June
Sale No. 7.17, Lot 3 Src. 6, T. 25N., R. rait of a nd on si s t of house, ou t hou ses,
more than 20 mi.es distant from their wi;,
ani K'ncing, value
gan Miguel. State of New Mexico, in
l,uu.
bring in a more even taiiK,
41J.I6
27K., containing
aerrs. The fniprovr-men- t lota and sheds, well, windmill, tank and
Sale No. nl, WJjSLtf Sec. 31, T. llN.,,San .li:i'el.
Slate of New Mexico, in front
ordinal tracts made applications for;0,e probab1y
also si1ver. u ha, bcen known R. 1UE., containing
s do
his land consist of well and uneing, value $lKR0.0O.
80 acres.
The
NEW
MEXICO
STATE
OF
(
,..
fulluwiiiK
improvethe
therein,
u,e
a second additional under the stock- - ;for sorne time that ,e district was inenls on this land Consist oi fencing, flmrrili,..! trnrta.if land vi
Siilr No. 73, AH of Sertions, 2, 3, 10,
fencing, value $1K5.
Sale No.
The commissioner at;vrv s,r0rnr!v mincra'izerl with man- - Val"C",5NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
Sal"-SWjSKj4 Sec. 26. T. 25N., 11, 14, 15, 22 and 23, T. 5 N., R. 36 E
No. 788. F.'.E'a, SWKSF.J4 Sec. 20,
raising law.
K. ?E.t containing 10 acres.
5120.68 acres.
on
no
There
the
of
aliove
are
tracts
described
The improvemenia
NkiMl'u
U'f.;WLi
advises that a person
Washington
in a form not usually found. land will be accepted for less than Three cuuwwii
PUBLIC LAND SALE
improvements on th's above described tract in the above described tract of land con- KW4 St.c. 28, NEtf, SKtfNWtf,
wno nas maoe ann pcriectea a nome- - ganese
of land.
calf house, lot,
St of house, feed hmise,
per acre, which is the ap- Sec. 29. NEV. N',Sktf See. 33. NW'N.SLji
See.
,)llt generally indicating heavier ores Dollars (J3.00)
Sale No. m.
And in addition u
value thereof
EJW4 Sec. 34, T. corrals, ear house, milk house, fencing,
"u
MORA COUNTY
;ntnr k. 24E.. containing
.M arret
with depth and silver values in ad- - praised
26N
R. 2ftK., containing 4WJ acres. 1 here value $4823.20.
","u makes "an additional entry
the succcsstul bidder must pay .,.)..,.....
thereto
nn.i
un- - ,,;,;
i.'.
,i,
i:rnn,
!'....
Sometimes depth brings in or the iniorovemenls that exist on the ,.. u..;i......i i.
Alt ol Sections
Sale No.
.ire no improvements on the above des4, 5, 8,
1.....1
Office of the Gmnnissiiiner of Public Lands, cribed
ri,.
der Section 7 of the enlarged home- ,
20. il( T. 5 N, H. 36 K., and 32,
17,
16,
tract of Innd.
d !t nrobab1y will in 'and.
d
ni.lil ,m Mil. laml r., limit nl hnusc. well.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Sale
..
No.
F.ai h of the above described tracts will
K.
6
36
740,
t..
1.
nu'l
sicaci act lorine same area ot
nn.i
SKJ4NWtf,
....t....
34,
NW4
eitn
.V;
containing
Notice
is hereby given th.it pursuant SEJ4 See 1. T. 27N.. R. 25 E..
i.;ii
ianajtnat camp bccatlse there js always
for sale separately.
Lots 4. S 7O4fl.(0 acre.
Sec' 14. to the provisions
Sale No. 789. Lot 3. SVvW.SWH
of an Act of Congress,
v
iiiui c man
Muni mai cm- - '"me PTOd in the ores produced from1 beTheoffered
Sec. 6. T. 27N.. K. 2ft E.. FMNW'A
aliuve sale of lands will be subject NXNFX Sec
Sec.
The ininrovcmenia on the above described
'2
Lots 2, J, 4, WjNWH, apHiovP't June 20, 110, the laws of lie 31,
braced in the original, would not the
R.
T.
tn
the
dis2SO.jO
terms
and
2fiE.,
2SN.,
Sec!
contninintr
ncres tract of land consist of house, barns, corrals,
following
of
different properties
conditions, Isisw'x
the
2.1,
T. 13N., K. 25 E. conAtate ol new Mexico ana tne rules ana
be qualified to make another addiVIZ!
(,rant Count y nran.hng n.ute, two wei s, wimtmiii, ranits.
4J5.23
acres.
There arc no im- - regulations of the Slite Land Office, the
hflvtl.
tainitig
Bond ! und. The improvements oq plowing and fencing, value
.u;- ....- except tor lands selected tor tne Santa' n.
tional entry under the Act of DecCommissioner of Public Lands will offer
No.
WSFM.
23, N' ,,
MSES4.
consist of water trough, p.pe
S.C. 10, T. 17N., at Public Sale to the highest bidder, at Jl
Gra,n', r""n,J' R- R- 000,1 Kun'''l Sale No. 7J0.
.
7 hundreds of FJ! a"J
ember 29th, 1916, providing for an
alt of Srr. 24, T 5 N.,
13,
successful
''"
must pay to the R. 24E couiaining 80 acres.
IS understood
It
that
A.
are
on
There
o'clock,
M.,
a"j lvncinK valtw JlbtJ. , T. 27W.,H.SW 36 Sec.
Wrdncs!ay, June 20th,
1240
additional entry after proof upon an locations
acres. The imK.,
1,0 improvemenis o,. tin. ia,i.
ctain.ng
1017, in the town of Mora. Coi.nty of M,.ra
are being made in the iron hnM.'J"' such . ,i,u
i".?.'
N?Jl
on the above deacn ird tract
of
Nu. n, .SE!4SW14 Sec. 10. T. 17N.. Sta e of New Mexico, in front of the
conta.nmg 157.88 acre, selected for; provem.-uexisting entry.
Lincoln and Socorro price offered by him for the land, four
of well, w,n. null, tanks.
d l''"d
nd (.rant County Haiiroad
2iF.
In making additional entries with- deposits of
containing 40 acres. lliere are court bouse therein, the following des- - It.inrl Santa
t.V't.U0.
a r.'SPf (II T. t f mini?.
Valtl(T
m nr. u.m .nl u ..n
cent
interest in advance for the no improvements
'tmi
per
be
to
is
known
counties.
This
land.
on
iron
this
in 20 miles of the original it is imNo. 7a.o. All of Sections 25 and 36,
...
,
fees
Sale
,
of
such
I
balance
the
ol
D
1W
M..
land
consist
feneinir.
value
$145.
CCI..
purchase
WN
price.
t
in preat quantities and of an un761, Wy,NW4 Src. I, T.
36
R.
5
T.
711.
E.,
N.,
containing 12H0 acres.
SWXiSKW Sec. 4. WNKH.
material whether a person applying
Src. 5, T. 17N., K. 26E., S, K. 23K. NEXSK. SWXNWK Sec. 34. N.SK
.".V.",'? S.
The improvement s on the above de scr ibM
to the sile he.cin, ai'il SU'.i. SWW.SE!
R. 2(.K..
e.
ennT. J7N-good commercial grade, but rusts
27.
NKNW4. SKU Sec. 35, T.
N.. K. m., comaininit 020. W
for additional entries under the pro- usually
of well, windmill,
t
of
land
consist
each and all of saiii amounts must lie NW4 Sec. O,, SF.!4SW!
trac
no
taiiiniK
is distant from a railroad.
There
ate
imptoveSec. 29, EHNEJ4, acres.
There are nu iniuioveineius uu
.,
vision made, resides upon or owns
ab..ve described
d.pos.teil m cash or certified exchange sKy s,c. M N.NEK, NW
"
tract ol tanks, crrul, house, Inn house, garden,
""""
See. 04, T. the above described Itact of land.
value
at the tune of sale, and which said amounts WN
$1S6.09.
land.
fencing,
w5.w
the land first entered.
,
,
25,.;
T. WN.,
Sae No. 7W A1
cuntaining
lcr,,
The recent organization of a enm- - and all of them are subject to forfeiture whkh ,(m ,crr;
Sale No. 77, All of Sec. 26, T. 5 N.,
Sec. 29 T. 27N.,
was .elected f..r the Santa K. 24E-ennu. niii. WO acres. There ri R.
The im27E., containing Kitf a:res selected for R. 36 K., containing 640 acres.
nnnv with a capitalization of $150,- - lu. ' Inddlr CZ
above described
"
cornet
""."L'
s en the above describel
tract
.
"fnn
""L
ft
v
Coi
liTiirAi.l
nt
ttie
proveiiieiit
nl
ft.uita
t!..it
(WOOO to take over the Corona Queen withm
II
UI1
OI ir.lt I OI laiHl.
'
llll
lailU
t,(HBIrll
lllln
MUCH LAND CLASSED
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Last Publication May 2S, 1917.
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GOTHAM'S

ROKD
By MARY

4 thrilling mystery story about a
man who lost his courage and the
girl who helped him to find it again
t

ROBERTS
R1NEHART

j
CHAPTER XXVI

Continued.
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"When you no nwuy," she said nt
lei remember this.
hint, "I wiuil
I'm going to iln my host, K. Vciu liavo
I
taught mi' nil know. All my life I'll
have tu overlook things; I know that.
Itut, In his way, Palmer euros for me.
lie will always come back, uinl perhaps
sometime "
Her viiirc trailed orT. Kiir ahead of
her she saw llii- Veal's slt'elrhilig out,
iii.ii ki il, (nit li.v days ninl inoiillis, lull
ly Palmer's u amhTings away, his remorseful ret urns,
"Do ii litile more tlnm forgetting,"
K. wild. "Try to cure for him, Christine. Vow iliil cmee. Ami Hull's your
strongest weapon, li's always n woman's strongest weapon. And it wins in
the end,"
"I shall try, K.," she answered
obediently.
I .ill he liirned
away from the look
til her eyes.
Harriot was abroad. She had sent
cards from Paris to her "trade." It
was an innovation. The two or three
people on the Si reel who received her
engraved aniniiinreini'iit that sin; was
there, "hu.wiig now chic models for the
uiitnmn and winter afternoon frocks,
evening piwns, iverpiiou dresses, and
wraps, from Pol ret, Martial el Armaiiil,
and others," left the envelopes casually on the parlor lahlo, lis if communication.-, from Paris wore quite lo lie expected.
So K. lunched alone, and ale little.
two
Hidne
came home at
came
Mushed, as if sho had
liurrh'il, and with a tremulous smile
thai caught Katie's eyes at once.
"liless the child:" she said. '"There's
no need to ask how he is today. Vou're
all one smile."
The smile set just a trille.
"Katie, someone has written my
name out on the street, ill chalk. It's
Willi lioctor Wilson's, and it looks so
Hilly. Please go out and sweep it oil."
"Pm about crazy Willi their old chalk.
I'll do II after a while."
"Please do it now. I don't want anyone lo see it. Is Is .Mr. K. upstairs'.'"
Itut when she learned that K. was
upstairs, oddly enough, sho did not pi
up at once. She stood in the lower
hall and listened. Yes, lie was there.
She could hear him moving ahoiit. Her
lips parted slightly as she listened.
Christine, looking in from her balcony, saw her there, and. seeing something In her face that she hail never
suspected, pill her hand lo her throat.
"Sidney I"
"Oi- l- hollo, Chris."
"Won't you come and sit with me?"
"1 haven't much time thai is, 1 want
to speak to K."
"Yoll call see him when he conies
down."
Sidney came slowly through the parlor. It occurred to her, all at once,
that Christine must see a lot of K
especially now. No doubt he was in
and out id' the house often. And
Christine was! Site was
too. All that seemed to bo nec
essary to win K.'s attention was to be
unhappy enough. Well, surely, in that
case
"How Is Max?"
"Still hotter."
Sidney sat down on the edge of the
railing; but sho was careful, Christine
saw, to lace the staircase. Then' was
silence on the balcony. Christine
sewed; Sidney sat and swung her feet
idly.
"Doctor I'M says Max wants you to
give up your training and marry him
now."
"I'm not going to marry him at all,
Chris."
I'pstalrs, K.'s door shimmed. It was
one of his failings that he always
slammed doors. Harriet used to he
quite disagreeable about It.
Sidney slid from the railing.
"There he is now."
Perhaps. In all her frivolous, selllsh
life, Christine had never had a bigger
moment than the one that followed.
-

half-pas-
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I'm Not Going to Marry Him at All,
Chris,"
iShe could have said nothing, and. In
th queer way that life goes, K. might
hare gone away from the Street as
mpry of heart as he had come to it,
"Be very good to him, Sidney," she
aid unsteadily. "He cares so much."
CHAPTER XXVII.
K. was being very dense.
long ud be considered (Sidney

For so

ai unat

tainable that now Ids masculine mind, H
little weary with much wretchedness,
refused to move from Its old attitude.
"It was glamour, thut was all, K"
said Sidney bravely.
"I tut, perhaps," said K "it's just because of that miserable Incident with
Ciirloiia. That wasn't the right thing,
of course, hut Max has told me the
story. It was really quite innocent. She
fainted in the yard, and "
Sidney was exasperated.
"Do you want me to marry him, K.?"
K. looked straight ahead.
"I want you lo be happy, dear."
They were on the terrace of the
White Springs hotel again. K. had ordered dinner, making a great
about getting the dishes (hey both
liked. Kilt now that it was there, they
were not eating.
K. had placed Ids
chair so that his prolile was turned toward her. Past K.'s prolile Sidney
could see the magnolia tree shaped like
to-d-

a

In

K. turned the automobile toward the
country roads.
"K."
"Yes?"
"Was there anybody you cared about
any girl when you left home?"
"I was not In love with anyone, if
that's what you mean."
"You knew Max before, didn't you?"
"Y'es. You know that."
"If you knew things about him that I
should have known, why didn't you
tell me?'
"I couldn't do that, could I? Anyhow

"

"Yes?"
"I thought everything would be nil
rigid. It seemed to me that the mere
fact of your caring for him " That
was shaky ground ; he got off It quickly,
K. was suddenly iiware that Sidney
was crying. She sat with her head
turned away, using her handkerchief

but me, K."

lie fairly stammered his astonishment :
"Why, what on earth have I done?"
"You are trying to make me marry
Max, aren't you?"
She was very properly ashamed of
that, and, whoa ho failed to reply out
of sheer inability to think of one that
would not say too much, she went
hastily to something else: "It is hard
for mo to realize that you that you
lived a life of your own, a busy life,
doing useful things, before you came
lo us. I wish you would tell me something about yourself. If we're lo he
friends when you go away," she had
to slop there, .for Hie lump in her
throat "I'll want to know how to
think of you who your friends are
all that."
He made an effort. lie was thinking, of course, that he would lie visualizing Iiit, in tile hospital, In the little house on its side street, as she
looked Just then, her eyes like stars,
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there, isn't it?"
puzzled.
"What about it?" he said.
"Co on," said Sidney dully. "Tell
me about the women you have known,
your friends, the ones you liked and
the ones who liked you."
K. was ralher apologetic.
"I've always been so busy," he confessed. "I know a lot, but I don't think
Hiey would interest you. They don't
do anything, you know they travel
around and have a good time. They're
rather nice to look at, some of them.
Itut when you've said thut you've said
it all."
Nice to look nt ! Of course they
would he, with nothing else to think of
in all the world but of how they looked.
Suddenly Sidney felt very tired. She
wanted to go back to the hospital, nnd
turn the key in the door of her little
room, and lie with her face down on
the bed.
"Would you mind very much if I
asked you to take me back?"
He did mind. He had a depressed
feeling that the evening had failed.
And his depression grew as he brought
the car around. He understood, he
thought. She was grieving about Max.
After all, a girl couldn't care as she
had for a yeur and a half, and then
give a man up because of another
woman, without a wrench.
"Do you really want to go home, Sidney, .or were you tired of sitting there?
In that cftse, we could drive around for
nn hour or two. I'll not talk If you'd
like to be quiet."
Being with K. had become an agony,
now that she realized how wrong Christine had been, and thnt their worlds,
hers and It's, had only touched for a
time. Bnt she was not disposed to
skimp ns to ngony. She would go
through with It, every word a stab, if
only she might sit beside K. a little
longer, might feel the touch of his old
gray coat agnlnst her arm.
"I'd like to ride, if you don't mind."
the

K. was

.

The cur drew up at the little house.
Katie had heard it, and uow she came
heavily along the hull.
"A woman left this for Mr. K.," she
said. "If you think it's a begging letter, you'd better keep it until he's
bought his new suit tomorrow'. Almost
any moment he's likely to bust out."
liut it was not a begging letter. K.
read it in the hull, with Sidney's
shining eyes on him. It began abruptly :

"It seems to me," said Sidney suddenly, "Hint you are kind to everyone

ipiiokly.
said Sidney
"My
in tiie same tone, "sold chickens at
market. Ho didn't do it himself; but

y

pencil-pud-

ni t.

her lips just parted, her hands folded
before her on tin! table,
"I shall be working," he said at last.
"So will you."
"Does that mean you won't have
lime to think of lneV"
"I believe I'm stupider than usual tonight. You con think of me us never
forgetting yon or the Street, working
or playing."
Playing! Of course he would not
work all the time. And he was going
hack to Ills old friends, to people who
had always known him, to girls
lie did his best then. Ho told her of
Hie old family house, built by one of
his forebears who had been a king's
man until Washington hail put the case
for the colonics, and who had given
himself and his oldest sou then to the
cause that lie made Ins own. lie told
of old servants who had wept when he
decided to close the house and go
away. When she foil silent, he thought
lie was interesting her,
lint a terrible thing was happening
to Sidney. Side by side with the wonders he described so casually, she was
placing the little house. What an exile
it must have been for him! When K
trying his best to interest her and to
conceal his own heaviness of spirit,
told her of his grandfather's old carriage, she sat hack in the shallow.
"Fearful old thing," said K. "regular cabriolet. I can remember yet the
family rows over It."
"When I was a child," said Sidney
Mindly, "and a carriage drove up and
slopped on the Street, I ulways knew
someone had died !"
There was a strained note in her
K whose ear was attuned to
voice.
every note ill her voice, looked at her

was sate. She would never wither for
him.
Where before she had felt the clutch
of inexorable destiny, the woman's fate
now she felt only bis urms about her,
her cheek on his shabby coat.
"I sliull love you ull my life," she
said shakily.
His arms tightened about her.
The little house was dark when they
got back, to It. The Street, which hud
beard that Mr. Le Moyue approved of
night air, was raising its windows for
the night und pinning cheesecloth bags
over its etirtuius to
them cieuu.
In the second-storframe room nt
Mrs. McKee's, the baritone slept heuv-lland made divers unvociil sounds,
lie was hardening his throat, and so
slept with u wet towel about It.
Down on the doorstep, Mrs. McKee
and Mr. Wagner sat and made love
with the aid of u lighted match und the

-
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He Almost Crushed Her.

I'm Koing to Africa with ono of my
tilie is a medical missionary,
cousins,
out there.
t'erhapa 1 can work things
Jf I caused death, 1 did nut ratan to.
You will think that no excuse, but it is
true. In the hospital, when I changed the
bottles on Miss Page's medicine tray, 1
diil not care much what happened,
itut it
was different with you.
You dismissed me, you remember. I had
been careless abuut a sponge count. I
made up my mind to get back at you.
You remember
the packetH of gauze
sponges we made and used in the operatwere twelve to each
room?
There
ing
package. When we counted them as we
I
got hem out, we counted by packages.
On the night before 1 left, I went to the
operating room and added one sponge
every here and there. Out of every dozen
packets, perhaps, I fixed one that had
The next day 1 went away.
thirteen.
Then I was terrified. I was so frightened that I went down sick over It. Wiien
I got better, I heard you had lost a case
and the cause was being whispered about.
I almost
died of terror. Then I left the
city. I couldn't stand it. I was afraid
to read a newspaper.
I am not going to sign this letter. You
know who it is from. And 1 am not going
to ask your forgiveness, or anything ot
that sort. I don't expect It. But one
thing harts mo more than anything else,
the other night. You said you'd lust your
faith In yourself. This Is tu tell you that
you need not. And you said something
1
elst that unyono can "come back."
wonder!

stealthily, lie drew the car up beside
the road, and in a masterful fashion
turned her shoulders about until she
faced him.
"Now, tell mo about It," bo said.
"It's Just silliness. I'm I'm a little
K. stood in the hull of the little house
bit lonely. Aunt Harriet's in Paris,
wilh (he letter in his bund. Just be
and with Joe gone and everybody "
yond on the doorstep was Kidney, wait"Aunt Harriet!"
ing for him. His arms were still wnrin
He was properly dazed, for sure.
"And with you going away and never from the touch of her. lie fond lay the
Street, and beyond that lay the world
coming buck "
"I'll come hack, of course. How's and a man's work to do. Work, and
In
this? I'll promise to come buck when faith to do it, a good woman's hand
the dark, a Providence that made
you graduate, and send you llowers."
in the end.
"You won't, K. You'll he buck with things right
"Are you coming, K.?"
old
who
Girls
been
friends.
have
your
"Coming," he said. And, when he
everywhere, and have lovely clothes, was beside her, bis long figure folded
u
T
and who won't know
banduge from to the short measure of (he step, he
a figure eight !"
humbly and kissed the hem of
"There will never be anybody in the stooped
her soft white dress.
world like you to me, dear." His voice
(TUB END.)
was husky.
"Y'ou are saying that to comfort me."
I who have RAILROAD HAS SPOILED TOWN
"To comfort you
wanted you so long that It hurts even
Ever since the night Sterzing, in the Austrian Tyrol, No
to think about it
I came up the Street, and you were sitLonger the Pleasant Halting Place
That It Was Year Ago.
ting there on the steps oh, my dear,
my dear, if you only cared a little!"
Sterzing is n town of the passer-by- ,
Kecause he was afraid thut he would
n hamlet marked by the footprints of
get out of hund and take her in his 20
centuries of voyaging great men.
arms which would be idiotic, since, of
town lies In the Austrian
course, she did not care for him that The little
on thnt railroad which In peuce
Tyrol,
steering-wheethe
he
It
way
gripped
times runs southward from Innsbruck
gave him a curious appearance of mak- to Verona.
Nowadays few voyagers
to
windthe
a
ing
pathetic appeal
stop at Sterzing, for the railroad has
shield.
stretched a day's journey immensely
"I have been trying to make you say
and
deprived the traveler of
that all evening!" said Sidney. "I love most thereby
of those
halting places
K., won't you take
you so much that
that were one of the intimate delights
me in your anus?"
of
travel, if one muy believe
Take her In his arms! He almost the records.
crushed her. He held her to him and
wns such a halting place
iucoherencies
until
she on Sterzing
muttered
the old couch journey from Ger
lie
must
was
if
make
as
It
up
gasped.
over the Alps to Italy. Even
for long arrears of hopelessness. He many It
impresses you as a city thnt
today
look
off
u
as
to
ut
if
bit
held her
her,
best be described ns one great
might
no
was
to be sure it
she and
change inn. It is a typically German Inn, In
ling, and as If he wanted her eyes to
ns it does on the Italian
of
corroborate her lips. There was no spite of lying
the mountains. Its looks and
slope
luck of confession In her eyes; they
its htiblts and its people are German,
showed him u new heaven aud a new
though nil the influences of Italian art
earth.
and Italian thought flourish only a few
"It was you ulways, K" she cott hours awny. You may pitch a chip
fessed. "I Just didn't realize it. But into the Brenner river In the mornnow, when you look back, don't you see ing, nnd, If it escapes the perils of
it was?"
nuvigution. It will be in Italy before
He looked back over the mouths sundown. Chicago Dally News.
when she had seemed as unattainable
us the stars, und he did not see it. lie
Don't Be a Grouch.
shook his head.
"I don't think I am a grouch, or an
"I never had even a hope."
old snnrleyow, hut if I am I hope some"Not when I came to you with every- one will go and tell me now. And if I
thing? I brought you ull my troubles, am a snurleyow, and they can prove It,
und you always helped."
too, I want to know right away, for I've
Her eyes filled. She bent down and a stunt to do. I want to go down here
kissed one of his hands. He was so and get a rope and get a rock and tie
happy that the foolish little curess the blamed thing around my neck and
then fall off the dock. For what I said
made his heurt hammer In his ears.
"I think, K., that Is how one cuu al- when I was young is just as true today,
ways tell when it is the right one, and you have no right to live along unless
will be the right one forever and ever. you've learned the way. So If I am a
It is the person one goes to in trou- crabbed guy I want to quit the scene,
club to come
I want the old
ble."
He had no. words for that, only little down on my bean. Houston Post
caressing touches of her arm, her band.
The Nearest Duty.
Perhaps, without knowing It, he was
Let him who gropes painfully In
formulating a sort of prayer that,
since there must be troubles, she darkness or uncertain light, and prays
would always come to him and he vehemently that the dawn may ripen
would always be able to help her.
into day, lay this precept well to
And Sidney, too, fell silent She was heart: "Do the duty which lies nearrecalling the duy she became engaged est thee, which thou knowest to be a
to Max, and the lost feeling she had duty I Thy second duty will already
had. She did not feel the same at all have become clearer." Carlyle.
now. She felt as if she had been wanSouth Carolina has a new law de
dering, and had come home to the
arms that were about her. Looking In- signed to make it easy for tenant farm
to his steady eyes, she knew that she ers to becoiuo proprietors.
!
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ONLY LICENSED WOMAN CABBY

BUILDING
KEEPING

UP IMPROVED

ROADS

Ample Provision for Maintenance
Should Be Part of Highway System Task Often Neglected.
(From the United States Department of
Agriculture.)
Keeping good roads Is the most
lmportunt tusk in connection with an
Improved highway system, once the
construction work is completed. In
the United States In the past this tusk
usually hns been neglected, the Improved rouds in ninny instances being
allowed to deteriorate until they became almost impassable, when they
That
were, ut heavy cost, rebuilt.
states nnd counties are now coming to
recognize the need of careful and
thoroughgoing maintenance, however,
is indicated by studies of county road
systems in different sections of the
country recently made by the office of
public roads und rurul engineering of
the department.
While some of the eight counties In
which intensive studies were made
were found to have no provisions for
maintenance and others were found
to pay for upkeep of the roads out of
e
funds, thus creating a debt
thut would outlive the temporary improvement for many years, two counties In widely separated states were
found In which maintenance conditions
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NEW YORK'S ONLY WOMAN CABBY.
Mrs. Celia F. Parry of Johnson avenue, Spuyten Duyvll, who has the
of being the only licensed woman cabby In New York city.
Her license permits her to drive anything thut eats hay or runs on wheels.

WOOD WASTE FUEL
Hopes on Alcohol
Made From Sawdust.

Experts

Pin

METHODS BEING WORKED OUT

Automobile Truck Traffic on County
Road After Improvement, Franklin
County, New York.
were practically all that could be desired. In Mississippi, it was found,
there is a state law requiring thut a
special annual tax of nt leust one mill
be levied for the upkeep of nil roads
constructed by means of bond Issues,
the fund to be kept separate from nil
other funds to be used for maintenance
only. Instead of deterioration taking
place on the rouds of some of the
counties in other states on which examinations were made, It was found
thnt in Lauderdale county, Mississippi,
roads built several years ngo and
maintained from the special fund hnve
actually Improved since their completion.
The county roads of Franklin county.
New York, it was found, ure maintained with a contribution of 50 per
cent by the state und under indirect
state supervision. As a result of this
system, the rouds have been kept up
to their condition on completion. While
provisions for maintenance were on
the whole not satisfactory In the counties of the other states in which studies were ninde, this condition since has
been remedied In Virginia by the passage of n state law providing that an annual tax of not less than three per cent
of the amount of bonds issued shall
be levied to provide a. maintenance
roads.
fund for bond-buiThe existence of n regulutlon tending to lessen damnge to roads and so
to reduce maintenance costs was revealed by the studies in Spotsylvania
county, Virginia, where the county supervisors hud pnssed nn ordinance
placing a relatively low limit on loads
that mny be hnuled in wagons fitted
with narrow tires nnd a considerably
higher limit on loads for wide-tirewagons. As a result, most of the
wagons using the roads of the county
have been fitted with tires ranging
from three to six Inches wide.
lt
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ROAD CONSTRUCTION

IS SLOW

Estimated That United States Spending About $250,000,000 Annually
on Improvements.

Experiments Being Carried Out in
Great Nechako Valley of British
Columbia Where There Is
Big Supply of Timber.
The development of sawdust through
the newest scientillc methods Into a
true grain nlcoliol which cuu be used
as a fuel for motor cars is now being
worked out on the Cuundiuu side of
the international boundary, according
to officials of the forest products laboratory of the federal forest service lu
this city, a Madison dispatch to the
Milwuukee Sentinel states.
An enormous supply of wood waste
Is available In the greut Nuchuko vfil
ley of British Columbia, where the forests have been giving way to ugrlcul- ture In part, but where there Is still a
great supply of timber. And it is in
thut region that the experiments with
the production of alcohol htive been
carried out. The wood waste Is broken
down by distillation, und the wood alcohol produced Is converted by simple
processes Into gruln alcohol. It is suid.
Supply of Gasoline.
There ure unmlstukuble signs thnt
the production of gasoline will become
increasingly difficult, and as a consequence there Is in the minds of many
motor engine students the vogue
thought thut gasoline, while the fuel of
today, muy hnve to give way to some
other product tomorrow.
Although the cnlorlflc power of alcof
hol is little more than
thut of
nlcohol
pa sol ne its grenter efficiency
28 per cent, gasoline 16 per cent
for this.
Waste In Sawdust.
Of all the possible sources, the most
Interesting to the experimenters, owing
to the low cost of raw material, Is the
waste from the lumber industry,
that in the form of sawdust
or small chips. This materlnl In the
vicinity of sawmills or
plants is often nn Item of loss, owing
to Its production In excess of the power requirements of the plant, its value
never rising above 50 cents a ton, even
when used ns a source of power. The
disposal of this waste costs from 80
to CO cents a cord of 1,800 pounds, and
the total loss from this cause is said
'o amount to about $0,000,000 annually.
Alcohol From Sawdust.
From experiments which have been
conducted by various experimenters a
ton of dry sawdust has been found to
yield with proper treatment 20 to 25
gallons of 95 per cent ethyl alcohol. By
a more careful saving of the waste in
the forests. It Is claimed that the
amount of wood which might be converted into alcohol would be doubled,
and that eventually the question of
motor-ca- r
fuel could be answered.
one-hal-
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Road construction is bound to be
slow becnuse of its great cost. Figures show that the average cost of
sand-claroads In the United States
is $700 a mile, of gravel roads $2,000,
of macadam $5,000 and of asphalt
macadam $10,000 a mile.
It has been estimated that the states
are spending about $250,000,000 a year
on roads, and the expenditure is Increasing every year.
ORIGIN OF PNEUMATIC
TIRE
Europe has a great advantage over
us, because the old countries have First to Undertake Manufacture Was
handed down to them the best kinds
Dunlop Company of Dublin,
of roads for centuries.
Ireland, In 1889.
Hen Comfort.
realize the sensaHow
When the hens lack of summer per- tional many people that the pneumdevelopment
be
provided for them in atic-tire
quisites must
business has experienced?
winter, viz., warmth and sunshine, ani- The first company to undertake the
mal and green food, in addition to manufacture of
pneumatic tires was
their grain ration.
the Dunlop company, organized at Dublin,. Ireland. In 1889, with a capital of
Improve Roadside.
about $75,000 to make tires for bicyHas any effort been made to plant cles, and It rapidly grew to be a great
the roadsides In your vicinity with business. Then came the automobile
trees or shrubs?
to add Its demands, and today, only 27
busiyears later, the pneumatic-tir- e
Money for Good Roads.
ness of the world is estimated at the
The 43 states are now spending enormous sum of $650,000,000.
$280,000,000 a year on good roads.
Auto Aids Tree 8urgeons.
Cold Frames.
An automobile equipped with meGrow vegetables out of season by chanical devices by which a crew of
constructing a cold frame and hotbed. tree surgeons can carry on all the
If Judiciously used the returns will be operations of their trade, has been
d
the, first season.
employed In trimming and treating certain groves In New England. The enCases of Garget.
and can
.
tire outflt Is
Ob re should be exercised in hanbe moved from point to point easily
dling cases of garget cot only to save and rapidly. The appliances are drivthe udder of the affected animal, but en by compressed air secured from a
to prevent the spread of the trouble.
pump operated by the automobile's
motor. With this outfit several men
Poor Cow Wont Pay.
are able to work on one or more trees
No possible increase in milk prica
t the same time.
can. make a poor cow pay a profit.
y
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DON'TS FOR MOTORIST
Don't speed.
Don't run on the battery.
X
Don't let the clutch in sud- denly.
X
Don't start the car with a
T jerk,
Don't advance the spark too
quickly.
Don't run at a high speed In
towns and cities.
Don't twist the steering wheel
5 when the car Is standing still.
Don't use dirty gasoline. It
is well to strain all the gasoline
you put in the tank.
j. Don't leave water in your car
T overnight in freezing weather.
Don't run the car If you de- .
tect some unusual sound lnves- X tignte.
Don't forget to examine the
cnrefully after a hard run.
get wntcr Into your cur- buretor or on the magneto geur
X when washing your cur.
Don't use the brakes too
much. Slow down the car by
means of the clutch and throt- tie.
Don't let your steering rod
4. connection loosen up to such an
T extent ns to cause wobbling of
tiie wheels.
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TESTS FOR GREASE AND OILS
Every Bit of Material Must Conform to
High Standard to Assure Proper
Running of Car.
At the modern nuto plant not only

Is every bit of materlnl cnrefully tested
In every possible ninnner but grease
nnd oils must conform to a high stand-

ard to assure the proper running of the
cur mechanism after the car goes to an
owner.
In recent tests a transmission and
n rear axle packed with grease were
left In a cold storage room with a
temperature below zero for several
days and the mechanism then removed nnd the grease examined to
ascertain how it stood the extreme
cold.

Among the other tests which the
grease candidate must survive, is the
dynnmometer test.
The dynnmometer itself is a device
which applies a heavy load against
the engine and at the same time
measures thnt load, which Is ordinarily greater than the average
weight. Two transmissions
are used, one placed directly adjacent
to the engine and the other about ten
feet away. On the one, effect of the
engine heat Is a factor In the experiment, and In the other it is not.
The brake on the side nearest the
wall is set, bringing the differential
Into constant play. Three thermometers are placed close to the parts in
which the greases are being treated,
to record the heat produced by friction. If the mercury rises to any
great extent above the temperature in
the room, which is unvarying, the verdict Is against the grease.
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SMALL LAMP

FOR

AUTOISTS

Electric Light Carried on Back of Hand
Has Been Designed to Aid
Drivers at Night.
A small electric lamp, which is carried on the back of the hand, has bees
designed fov use at night by automobile drivers, The habit of holding out
the hand when about to stop or turn a
corner Is almost Instinctive with every
motorist, but in the dark such a signal
may bo wholly Invisible. This lamp It
worn like a wrist watch, except that
it is fastened by an elastic to the back
of the hand Instead of to the wrist It
is equipped with ruby bullseye, which
is sure to attract attention. The words
"Safety First" are cut into the face of
the lamp around the bullseye.

Mirror and 8potllght Combined.
of windshield spotlight
has an adjustable back view mirror, a
switch on the 'lamp, and an outside
focusing device. The bracket permits
the lamp to be turned In any direction
without a thumbscrew adjustment.
The light is to be had at prices ranging from $7.50 to $10.
A new type

Increase of Gas Is Small
An automobile with five persons
takes more gasoline than when one
person is riding, bat the increase Is
very smalL

Kin Hubbard Essays
Spring an' Her Harbingers
windy March, first month of
spring,
Flat dwellers crow restless an' janitors sing.
Miss Fawn Llpplncut

. (Me

There's three kinds ' spring forward, buckwaid an' th' plain almanack
variety, which arrives on th' twenty-firs- t
day ' March, an' remains over.
Tier's many harbingers o' spring
which are regarded as beln' absolutely trustworthy signs that th' sea-- ,
son which we long for Is "comln'
soon." Wild geese flyln' north, marble ployln,
violets peepln'
out o' th' slush, th' robin, th' shuggy
umbreller mender with th workhouse
palor, th' candidate fer (sheriff with his
fresh hair cut, an' th' display o' onion
sots, winter elbows an' garden tools
blue-eye-

d

Great Number of Queer Habitations Found in England.

:

That la Much Like Peg.
goty'a Bcathout and Other Freak
Dwellings Are Encountered.

Old Cottage

after th' ambitious

office seeker gits
bis neck shaved and his cards printed.
But t' return t' th' first robin. Nature, la spite o' her celebrated reputation fer loo kin' out fer
seems t' have given th' robin th' worst
of It. Unequipped fer anything colder than 30 above he's more frequently
th' forecaster of a blizzard than th'
dandelion. Unaggressive an' meek
he'd sooner starve than question th'
priority o' th' chesty English sparrow.
Th' only thing a robin '11 attack in
or out o' its lulr Is th' blind, helpless,
squirmtn' angle worm. Ytt nature
sends him north a full four weeki before th' angle worm is available. Utterly hickin' in th' Instinct t' keep away
from his natural enemies he invariably
selects a bulldln' site within easy reach
o' th' family cat, or in th' roof gutter,
ever-budd- y,

The largest private dwelling bouse In
England we know. It Is Wentwonh-Woodhousthe seat of Eari FlUwll-lloIn Yorkshire. The oldest Inhabited bouse Is said to be the
"Jew's house," In Lincoln, of the
period, about eight hundred years
old. But which and where Is the most
curious habitation in these Islands!
asks a writer Ip London Answers.
Many tourists who know Conway
will no doubt at once declare for ibe
miniature house to be found In that
town on the quay, and actually built
beneath the grim, undent walls of Edward I's massive castle. It thus forms
un extraordinary contrast with that
great fortress, for it is "the smallest
house In Great Britain," as the notice-bour- d
on its very miniature frontage
declures.
The people of Conway seem to be
rather more proud of the fume this little slip of a house brings the town than
of the greater fame brought by tlie bigvenger building, and
ders do a large trade In curds of it.
Between Gruvesend and the village
of Chalk, and situated In a curious position, with the Thumes on one side
and the Thuincs and Medway cuual on
the other, Is an old cottage thnt is liulf
a bout. It hus stood there certulnly
since the time of Charles Dickens, who
lived in the neighborhood and may
well have had It In mind when he Invented I'eggotty's boalhouse on Yarmouth sands In "David Copperflold."
This is ulmost such another, and is
'"niied from one of the boats of the old
wooden
Wellington, sold
out of the servce In 1822. The boat,
upside down, forms both roof and upper floor of the cottage.
A whimsical freak house of considerable size and great Interest Is thut
known ns the "Tripod house," standing
In the vllluge of Goodrich, on the River
It was built in 1636 by Bev.
Wye.
Thomas Swift, vicar of Goodrich and
grandfather of the famous Dean Swift.
His Idea was to thus typify the trinity,
and to do so lie designed and built the
house on this curious plan a central
hall, with three wings branching from
It at equal distances.
The unfortunate vlcnr ond builder of
this quaint house was a devoted royalist, and as such his odd dwelling was
pillaged no fewer thun twenty times
by the soldiers of the parliament, who
also. stole all his cuttle and farm stock.
He did not live to see the restoration
of Charles II, dying, us he did, in 1656.
Our next exuinple of an eccentric
dwelling house Is to be found in a very
different part of the country uwny In
From
Lincolnshire, near Horncastle.
Its fancied resemblance to a teapot it
is locally known as "Teapot Hull." It
was built, according to trudttlou, by a
retired captain of one of the old "tea
clippers," as the fast sailing ships In
the China trade used to be culled.
A very fine and particularly striking
residence is that known as "The
Grange," Leominster, Herefordshire,
and it hus an astonishing history, having once been the town h ill and Butter Cross. Built In 1633 from designs
by the famous Herefordshire architect,
John Abel, who worked chiefly in timber. It Is a structure entirely of elaborately marked wood, und formerly
stood in the center of the town. It had
an open ground floor used us a butter
market. This extremely beautiful relic
of the seventeenth century was in 1S.'3
found by the town council of Leominster to lie in the way and it was
sold at auction for 95.
e,

Nor-nia- n

pleture-postcur-

"Long Before He Gets Fairly Balanced on th' Bare Twig of an Apple Tree
His Arrival Is Heralded Broadcast by th' Nearest Newspaper an' Discussed In Every Home."
all are looked upon as beln' unmlstnk- - where he on' his family fall an easy
able evidences that winter is ben tin' i prey t' th' April freehet.
But th' amount o' publicity th' first
hasty retreat.
s
While we're liable
burn more coal robin gits is enough t' make n forin
after th' arrival o' th' first robin than
close her American tour.. He's
we've burned since he took his depart- th' only bird that gits his name on th'
ure, he's still th' most highly regarded editorial page. Long before he gits
forecaster o' th' vernal season in th' fairly bulanced on th' bare twigs of an
business.
apple tree his arrival Is heralded
When a farmer sees th' first robin broadcast by th nearest newspaper
ho begins t' wonder how many circus an' discussed In every home.
How many times have we drawn th'
passes he'll be able t' pull down fer
nllowin' his bnrn t' be plastered with curtain In th' mornln' an' looked, out
florin' posters, while his sons stand upon a bleak, snowy March landscape
near th' corn-crisullen an' morose an' beheld th' first robin with a sad,
look In his eye, an' wonderin'
while they contemplate th' spring
what kind of a meteorologlcnl disturbplowln'.
Th' political candidate has been ance nature wuz goin' t' hund him
fooled so often by th' first robin thut next.
he withholds his activities till th'
Napoleon, standln' on th' barren,
mender shows up an' th' frost slaty bluffs o' St. Helena, lookln'
is out o' th' courthouse steps an' it's gloomily out o'er a vast expanse o'
balmy enough t' lenn agin' th'
speckless sea, didn't have anything on
We rarely have any sleighln' th' first robin.

f

b

far-awa- y

pust-oiilc- e.

Rev. Wiley Tanger on the Revival
of

Croquet

d

man-o'-w-

From th' pulpit o' th' Apple drove unmolested while those whose duty II
Church, Sunday, Eev. Wiley Tanger Is t' guard an' protect us discuss th
'11
sugar schedule er lay In wait fer som
say:
"Th' determined effort t' revive cro- Irresponsible chauffeur.
"In many door yards under th' whlt
quet is not t' be wondered ot. Society,
long since tired o' joy rldin', wabbly light o' th' corner arc, er th' flickerln
dances, panther glides, cabaret revelry glure o' th' kerosene lamp, young glrlf
an' other questionable amusement, now o' tender age with mullets uplifted
"turns her heavy eyes t' th' ole pre- strike wildly at th' wooden sphere ic
historic game o' croquet with th' hope ther mad effort t' reach th' painted
that its vicious an fer reuchln' In- peg over near th' peony bed. Some
fluences fer bad '11 arouse her jaded times ther girlish laughter kin be dis
soul nn' furnish a few new sensa- tinctly heard clean up t' eight p. m.
"In many Instances th' day's croquel
tions. Th' present generation demands
somethin' t' make it pace an' ther's averages are discussed openly at th
ever a longln' fer anything new an' dinner table, while th' scores are postdartn' nn' demornlizln' t' divert th' ed in th' marts o' trade. Denlers, ap
mind from th' simpler an' better things parently under no restraint, sell croo' life. We'd hoped with th' passin' quet by th' box without question as t'
o' mumbly peg, Jack stones nn' domi- age er responsibility. Ther is not th'
Hay In Church.
noes that th' fever an' excitement o' slightest effort i.inde t' control er even
A curious custom has been ob
croquet would subside an' we would curb th' soul destroyin' game.
served from time immemorial at
"I am told that In some o' th' higher
emerge on an era when conservatism
Huntingdonshire, In England.
would rule our diversions.
But we toned an' more exclusive games th' The church there Is dedicated to St.
Swithin, and ou the Sunday most nearly approaching St. Swithlu's day the
edifice Is strewn with
hay.
The tradition Is that un old lady
bequeathed a Held for charitable pur
poses, on condition thut the tenant
provide the hay, to lessen the annoy
ance caused by the squeaking of the
new shoes worn by the villagers on
Feast Sunduy. There are other explanations one thnt It Is un offering
of the first fruits of the huy harvest,
and another thut It Is a survival of
the customs of strewing the church
(when the floor was only beuten
earth) with rushes.
"Society, Long Since Tired o' Joy Ridin', Wabbly Dances, Panther Glides,
Character Forming.
Cabaret Revelry an' Other Questionable Amusement, Now Turn
Her
The educution of the will is really
th' Ole Prehistoric Game o' Croquet"
Heavy Eyes
of fur greuter Importance as shaping
e
arches are gaily festooned with rib- the destiny of the Individual than that
find thnt while th' game, durin' th'
jist endln', has confined Its With- bons, that th' mallets are turned from of the intellect. Theory and doctrine.
in' operations t' th' sparsely settled expensive imported wood an highly and inculcation of luws and proposi
an' lawless mountain districts, it hns polished an' emblazoned with brass tions, will never of themselves leud to
been fer from down an' out, an' this tacks an' other barbaric ornamenta- the uniform habit of right action. It
new spurt fer pop'lar favor, when It tion, while th' playin' grounds are Is by doing thut we learn to do, by
seeks t' thro Its slimy coils about our sanded an' leveled t' th' precision o' overcoming that we learn to oververy throats, only proves its marvelous a gnat's heel. Often th' lot Is bor- come; by obeying reason and conrecuperative powers an' cunning re- dered with lavish blooms, th' whole ef science, that we learn to obey; and
fect havln' fer Its purpose th' allure- every right act which we cause to
sourcefulness.
"T'duy (even after nlghtfaH) th' ment o' th' weak kneed who, under spring out of pure principles, whether
click o' th' balls may be heard In al- plainer conditions, would never fall a by authority, precept, or example,
victim t' th' game's fatal spell.
will have a greater weight In the formost any neighborhood. With all Its
"Former garden plots whose bounte- mation of character thun all the theole time assurance rn' brutal features ous
yields went fer toward solvln' th' ory in the world. Dr. J. D. Morell.
th' game goes on. Early an' late th' great problem o' th' high cost o' llvin'
cheerio' an' Jeerin' o' half crazed men have taken on
carnival dress an'
Compromise With Stupidity.
an' women an' children echo an' re- hilarious crowds riot away th'
The public mind is neurly always
echo across some o' our best lawns hours battlin' fer supremacy precious
with th' slow working. The deliberations of a
while th' authorities sleep. Under th' mallet all unmindful o' th'
police er body of men must usually wait upon
our
courts
o'
o'
shadows
an'
very
jails
grand jury. Whither are we driftinT the Intelligence of Its least intelligent
justice th' rattle an' turmoil proceeds (Copyright, Adams Newspaper Service.) member, and the final result of such
deliberation will ordinarily be closer
Is sometimes applied to It, Is an ex- to the mentality of the stupidest memEquipped.
"Do you think your wife would ex- aggeration.
Among animals may be ber of the conference than that of
the most intelligent. Intelligence must
cel In statesmanship if she had nn oh enumerated the peccaries or javelines,
'
d
with stupidity. The
portunityT" "Yes," replied Mr. Meek-to- deer, rabbits, hares. The reptiles in- compromise
must compromise with the big"Henrietta Is not only a power- clude nlllgators, turtles and Iguanas.
ful hand in a regular argument, but Whales, seals and sea 'Hons are en- oted. Stupidity and bigotry are nearshe has gifts for prolonged discourse countered on the Pacific coast. New ly always reflected in public opinion.
William Maxwell in Collier's Weekly
thnt would make her a wonder at fil- York Telegram.
ibustering."
Generous Distributor.
To Clean Bras.
"Bliggins Is longwinded. but he Isnt
Game in Mexico.
Wet a cloth with ammonia and
mercenary."
Mexico cannot be said to offer a sprinkle cleaning powder on the am"I wish he were mercenary. He'd
field for hunters of big game, and the monia and ruh the brass with lb It
rare his friends a lot of time If he'd
term, ."a sjiortsman's paradise." mblcb will clean beautifully.
Insist on being paid for lecturing."
new-mow- n

f
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The KITCAuH

MANY ODD HOUSES
""'
i

broad-minde-

The vorld Is always willing to give
a man a boost after he has climbed
pretty close to the top.
Some men regard (allure as being
merely unable to tool all of the people
all of the time.

Spread over ench layer and then
over the top, cover with sweetened
whipped cream. This dessert may be
served without the whipped cream,
with sugur and crenin.

GOOD THINGS FROM SOUR MILK
AND CREAM.

Of what shall a man be proud If he
is not proud of his friends? Stevenson.

ped.

There are mnny dishes which may
be made with sour milk which ure
tnude from
sweet, simple substituting hulf the
quantity of soda or
a teaspoonful
or
two of sour milk,
for
usual
tlie
amount of baking
powder required.
As the acidity of
milk differs, there cun be no fust rule
for addition of soda, usually a hulf
to a cupful of milk is sufficient. When In doubt add n bit of buk-lupowder to help In the rising.
Sour cream muy be used In pluce of
butter for cakes und various dough
mixtures, the amounts vurylng according to the richness of the creuiu.
Cottage Cheese. There is no more
delicious dish than this when well
I'our two quarts of hot wuter
Into two quarts of thick, sour milk, und
let stand until the curds begin to form,
then drain through a bag and let stund
Season well with cream,
overnight.
suit und a bit of red pepper, mixing it
well until smooth and line.
Cheese Balls. Add two tublespoon-ful- s
of softened butter to a cupful of
cottage cheese, unseasoned, udd suit
and red pepper, then form into balls
the size of a walnut, roll In chopped
nuts and set aside to cool and become
firm.
Serve with a lettuce sulnd.
Corn Bread. Sepurate the yolks and
whites of two eggs, bent the yolks,
add a cupful of sour milk to which
has been added a half teaspoonful of
f
sodu, stir in
cupful of flour,
one cupful of cormuenl, a half
teaspoonful of salt, bent thoroughly,
then add the
whites of the
Buke in gem puns :10, minutes.
eggs.
Breakfast Muffins. Dissolve hulf a
teaspoonful of sodu In a cupful of sour
milk, udd the yolks of two eggs, well
beaten, stir In a cupful und a hulf of
Hour and a half teaspoonful of suit,
beat well, then fold In the whites of
two eggs. Bake In greased muffin puns
In n quick oven 20 minutes.
A little sour milk added to the buckwheat cukes adds n rich brown color
to them, making them more palatable
and more nutritious.

MORE SOUR CREAM

DISHES.

usu-nll- y

g

one-hal-

well-beate- n

nemembrance is the sweetest flower
Of all this world's perfuming;
Mi'mory guards It, sun or shower;
Friendship keeps it blooming.

DESSERTS AND OTHER GOOD
THINGS.
An unusual way of serving rice in
pudding Is the following: Season one
pint of apple sauce with
fourth of n cupful of sugar, nn eighth of a
of cloves und a
tlMIVlMW infill
,f ninnmnnn
Add a pint of cold cook- n ll"lf cl,I"
I
II I fill rl of seeded
I
raisins.
r-J Tut all In n well but- ll
?2-v- 5tered liiikinir illsh ilot
with bils of butter und
buke. Servo hot or very
cold with crenin.
Apricot Dessert Moisten two ta
f
lilespoonfuls of gelatin with
cupful of cold milk, add one and a
hulf cupfuls of hot milk son Med In n
double boiler. Soak twelve apricots
overnight In water to cover. Boll
In the same water with a half
cupful of sugar. I'se more If the fruit
Is very acid. Carefully peel the apricots, mash, udd two talilespoonfuls of
lemon juice and mix with the milk and
gelatin. Mold to harden. When serving, turn out the mold on a platter and
garnish with sweetened
whipped
cream. Sprinkle with two talilespoonfuls of chopped pistachio nuts.
Pineapple Supreme. finite n pineapple or use n can of grated pineapple;
add sugar to sweeten. Soak two
of gelatin In n little water and ndd to a cupful of hot milk.
Cool und ndd the pineapple, then stir
In a pint of whipped cream. Pack In
a mold nnd set nwny In Ice and salt
to become firm. Occasionally ((i(.n
nnd stir down from the sides. When
serving heap on small plates, murk
with a fork to Imitate the whole pineapple, sprinkle with macaroon crumbs
and decorate with a few green stems
cut from citron.
German Cheese Cakes. Bent the
yotks of four eggs with a iiound of
cottnge cheese, eight tnhlespoonfuls
(half a cupful) each of flour nnd sugar. Add a little salt, n pinch of
ground mace or nutmeg nnd Instly the
whites of the eggs beaten stiff. Add
sufficient milk to make a butter the
consistency of griddle enkea. Line a
baking tin with a sheet of buttered
paper, spread the mixture uniformly
thick, sprinkle with ground cinnamon
and a few currants over the top and
hake In a moderate oven.
Tutti Frutti Short Cake Prepare
the short cake as usual, split and butter quickly and spread at once with
the following filling: Cook together
for five minutes two cupfuls of thick
stewed rhubarb, and
cupful
each of dates and raisins finely cliop--

HO

one-hal-

one-hn- lf

There Many Years.

The number of ways of serving sour
creuni as food hus not yet been writ
ten. The following are a
few:
Quick Cream Cookies,
n cupful of sour
cream, one cupful of
sugar, one egg, two and
a half cupfuls of flour
one teaspoonful of sodu,
and salt, flavoring to
taste.
Drop by spoon-

fu

s

on

d

puns; pat out and sprin
kle with sugar; add a half n nut meat
and bake in a quick oven.
Hermits. Take a cupful of thick
sour cream, two cupfuls of brown sug
ar, one cupful of chopped raisins,
of a cupful of butter, two wellbeaten eggs, one teaspoonful each of
soda, cinnamon, cloves and nutmeg
wllh Hour to make ns stiff u dough us
cun be stirred. Drop by teaspoonfuls
on a
pan. leaving plenty of
room for them to spread. A raisin or
nut may lie added to euch to Improve
its appearance.
Deviled Eggs. Cook six eggs hard.
cut In halves lengthwise, remove the
yolks and mash with n fork, adding
enough thick, sour cream to moisten ;
odd niusturd, salt and a little red pep
per. If cream Is too Bweet add dash
of lemon juice and put buck Into the
whites.
Sour Cream Pie. fine cupful of sour
s
of a cupful of sweet
cream,
f
milk,
cupful of chopped rais
ins, one and a half talilespoonfuls of
vinegar, one tnblespoonful of Hour, one
teaspoonful of cinnamon, the yolks of
two eggs und n little salt. Bake In
one crust and use the whites of the
eggs for a meringue.
Graham Biscuits. Take a
of sweet and one cupful of
sour milk, one cupful of graham flour,
one egg, one teaspoonful each of soda
and salt. Mix well and bake in
hot gem pans.
Sweet Potato Pie. Take n cupful of
sour cream, one cupful sugar, one jint
of mashed sweet potato, the yolk of
four eggs, one teaspoonful of cii.nii-mef
a nutmeg, salt, all well
Hake In one crust
mixed together.
and spread with strained honey while
hot. Or n meringue may he placed over
the top if preferred.

n
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table-spoonf-
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one-hal-

Happiness Is the only good. The
place to be happy Is here. Tiie time to
be hippy is now. The way to be happy Is to help make others so.
GOOD THINGS

FOR

Michigan
found a horse collar growing in a tree.
Experts declare that the collar might
havefliecn the top of a sapling which
encircled the base of the larger tree.
Popular Science Monthly.
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COAT-DRES-

their strivings for something new, no
one knows, but they are on their way.
s
To prove it, here is a new
which we can euslly forgive for keeping us guessing us to whether it is a
dress or not, because it Is so pretty
and so full of style. There Is provocation for a quarrel us to whether It Is
rightly called a dress or not, but Its
designers have so named it and we
will take their word for It.
It Is made of one of the new weaves
In silk In a heavy crepe effect nnd
hangs straight from shoulder to hem.
There Is no definition of the waistline, but lest its lines depart from
their straight and narrow way, n belt
of the material holds them so that
they cannot flow outward. The belt
crosses at the front and fastens to the
body of the dress at ench side. All
the wny down the front pearl buttons
attend strictly to the business of making the struightness of the frock
emphatic.
Everything has real pockets this
spring, and this dress Is provided with
one at each side In the style of a coat.
cout-dres-

simplest and humblest heudweur by
Interpretations of their own into huts
of Irresistible ehurm.
At the right the summery und flowery hut Is made of line black huir
bruld, set over a cup made also of a
narrow black braid. The top crown
s
IS covered with tiny
In
several colors and the brim edge is
softened by little black silk bulls, set
close together about It. Narrow blnck
velvet ribbon in two long ends have
no particular reason for joining forces
with the hat, except that the designer
chose to put them where they are.
At the left n fascinating coolie shape
is made of silk In deep orange color
and black, set on a turban of black
satin. Silk cords nnd twin tassels, original and splendid products of China,
find themselves very much ut home as
a decoration for this model. About
the edge small
sticks,
make a finish that Is unique.
The little turban Is of black llsere
and against Its shiny surface Chinese
chnrncters In npple green ure applied
by means of black stitches. Each
forget-me-not-

orange-colore-

d

THE TABLE

Cut a slice of ham nn Inch thick,
pluce It In n baking pan covered with
good milk, add n
little brown sugar
mixed with a quarter of a teaspoonful
of
mustard,
salt nnd pepper If
needed nnd hake
until the
slowly
milk Is absorbed.
then brown. Another way to cook ham Is to add a
cupful of sweet cider with a bit of
sugar nnd musiurd nnd bake as above.
Vinegar and water may be used In
place of the cider or just vinegar, using two talilespoonfuls, und sprinkling
the top of the slice of ham with brown
sugar nnd mustard.
Sour Cream Cake Without Eggs.
Dissolve a teaspoonful of soda in a
tablespoonful of water In a mixing
howl, add a cupful of thick sour
cream, a half cupful of New Orleans
molasses anil a cupful of brown sugar.
Stir until the sugar is well dissolved,
then udd three cupfuls of (lour, n teaspoonful of cinnamon, half n nutmeg,
n siiltspoonful of ginger, beat until
smooth, then ndil a pound of raisins
that have been floured with two talilespoonfuls of flour. Turn Into n square
pan und bake slowly for one hour.
Keep In n well covered tin box four
days before using.
Sugar Cookies. Cream two cupfuls
of sugar with one cupful of butter, or
any shortening preferred, add two
eggs und heat until light.
f
Add ulternutely
cupful of
milk with one cupful of flour sifted
with a half teaspoonful of suit and
one and n hulf teaspoonfuls of bnklng
powder. Then ndd more flour to make
a mixture to handle nnd roll out. Cut
with a cooky cu'ter und sprinkle with
white sugar just before putting into
the oven.
Chopped Steak en Casserole. Put
two cupfuls of finely chopped steak In
a
casserole, senson with
celery. Rait, pepiier, mace and a little
mushroom catchup or Worcestershire.
Surround the steak with rice, pour
over two cupfuls of boiling water and
bake for an hour and a half In a moderate oven. Keep covered while cooking. Serve with tomato or brown gravy
sauce.
one-hal-

d
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Just where nnd how far the design- In shapes. They prove bow much we
ers of women's clothes are going In owe to artists who transform the

BORROWING

HAT STYLES FROM CHINA.

They are square and are buttoned
down with a single button to the dress.
A cape collar among many cape collars, becomes Immediately Interesting
when Its designer thinks of making
slashes In It.
This one Is of
pique nnd black velvet ribbon Is run
through the slashes, forming ties that
hold the collar up about the neck.
This Idea Is so good thut It bears repetition In the
cuffs also laced
through slushes with ribbon.
It takes Just these touches to make
us concede that this new model Is entitled to be called a dress. Taking it
nil In ull It will prove very useful for
wenr instead of a suit.
Fashion Is eliminating distnnces and
the Chinese seem not remote since we
have been borrowing hut styles from
them. The Avar In Europe hus brought
the art of China und Jupnn, In rugs
and furniture, in chlnawnre and In apparel more forcibly to our notice than
it has ever been before.
Two lovely models. Inspired by the
coolie hat, and a turluin, shown in the
group above are replicas of originals
turn-bac-

hnrttcter must represent n sentence
for each is followed by a period. We
are left to wonder whether these characters might be translated into a
maidens prayer or not, and might go
on speculating If It were not for another pair of splendid Chinese tassels. These are in green silk, with exquisitely r.iaile colored heads, nnd they
lure the mind away from nil else.

k

Should Us Judgment
New Colored Veils.
Teacher "When little George WashEach day brings forth something
told
the
truth about cutting new in face veils and the latest are
ington
down the cherry tree his father forof very high colors, such as
him.
Now, Henry, what lesson (hose
gave
does this teach us?" Henry "It bright yellows, greens and even reds,
teaches ns thnt we should learn when and are effectively worn with plain
straw sailor hats. Striped veils in
to tell the truth."
colof combinations are also very much
Hardly Complimentary.
In vogue at present. A lint of lemon
"Now. If ron have it In your head."
Faith?
sailor in ishupe, is
mid the nrofessor. who had rxnlulned
"It's a mistake," said Cncle Eben yellow straw,
save for a veil of tan and
a theory to his students, "you have It "to Imagine dat faith consists of
lkiston Tran knockln' off work an' trust In' to iuck." cream stripes. Other interesting veils
all In a nutshell.
show tiny designs or geometrical figWashington Star.
script
ures In velvet and still others are
A woodsman In northern

"

'

New Neckwear.
On

gowns, cellars

do not stand up or turn over; they
While every
simply do not exist.
woman may not accept this verdict, it
is well that she should know about It.

If she wears collars she must remember that the neck line is always
flat. The square cape collar Is out of
fashion. Whenever a collar is honed
at the back today it must be pulled
down snugly to the front, so that the
material never leaves the neck.
elaborately embroidered across the
tops In designs suggestive of the machine embroidery used ujsin the new
gowns. A novelty in a square mesh
veil has an embroidered point at the-tosuggestive of a Russian turban,
the work being done heavily In Mack
and dull silver. This Is most effectively worn with a plain hat
In a Detroit inventor's waiterles
cafe meals will be served by Individual
dumb waiters directly fnua a basement
kitchen to each table

'
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ALEXANDER

IRVINE AT

CHAUTAUQUA

CAPITAL CITY NEWS 111 BRIEF
General and Personal

NEXT MONTH

From the trenches of the allies,

where
of

'

he has been spending

most

SOCIETY, CHIOS, LOOSES, CHURCHES
Here and There Over the State

the time since the opening of

the war doing religious work among
Mrs. C. C Lowe, of Taos, is vis- the soldiers, Alexander Irvine is now
Along Springtime) Paths
Assessor A. A. Sena, of Las VeM.
B.
of
Read
Hon.
her
uncle
on his way home to deliver his lec- I heard a stir at the edge of the
iting
gas was ia town Monday.
this city.
We
river
ture to Chautauqua audiences. "From
Tka teal Aaventure-N- et
Weak
Tka Real Adveatwe-Ne- at
the Bottom Up" is the name of a A rush of wings down the empty
K. M. Edwards, an attorney of
If you are looking for "The Real book written by this man. It is the
sky,
Ft. Sumner was among the visiting
Adventure" you will find it in the story of his life. Secure the book And a far, faint bird note lift and
lawyers this week.
and you will probably lie awake
quiver
Record, next week.
Tee Real Aeleeatare Neat Week
And break in raptures as Spring
at night until you have finished it.
Weak
Tka Real Adventure-Ne- xt
If you are looking for "The Real
will
You
went
by.
The State Board of Irrigation held Many of its readers do. is
Adventure" you will find it in the
stronger She is no shy, sad pixey maiden
a meeting on Tuesday and adjourn- readily agree that truth
Record, next week.
read
have
than
fiction
after
you
ed to meet again on th 26th.
Week
Her eyes are merry. ner Hearts
The Real Adventure-Ne- xt
this book.
afrhrill
The Real Adventure Next Week
Samuel Eldot and wife of Chamita,
Irish
Alexander Irvine was a poor
ifcr brown young arms are blossom
Geo. A. Davidson, of Roswel'., who
were in town the greater part of
the
born
was
He
lad.
typical
laden.
the week from their upper valley is now a hustling real estate dealer, honre of Ireland. At inan early
age
And "Cornel" she calls us up the
was in the city the early part of
home.
a
became
worker
and
home
he
left
hill.
the week.
Week
The Real Adventure-Ne- at
in the coal mines of England. Later
snowThe Real Adventure Next Week
A ijood story containing a whole
he joined the English army and be- Under white petals, drifting,
The State Board of Education has came a vigorous "Tommy Atkins."
lot of cood common sense is "The
ing.
Like soft cool fingers upon our
Real Adventure" dc not fail to read been in session at the Capitol the
He soon became known for his
eyes;
it next week.
He also
past three days attnding to many recklessness and daring.
.
Your hand m mine and sweet wind
Week
matters of educational importance.
r.
The Seal Adventure-Ne- at
won much notoriety as a
Week
blowing.
The Real Adveature-Ne- xt
T.
W. lohnson. formerly in the
He then went lower and lower
will go out where the sunshine
State Engineer's office in this city, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Harness, both into the depths of degradation and We lies.
now in Denver, was a business vis of whom have been employed at debasement.
the U. S. Land Office for some time
itor Thursday.
Then a change came into his life. Out to the magic of brown buds
Week
Tka Real Adveature-Ne- xt
past left during the week for Wash- He was converted.
He took up
bursting,
The clean, strong smelt of the
H. L. Bickiey, of Raton, who is ington.
mission work in New York. Later
The Real Adventure Next Week
the city attorney there, had business
he had charge of the Chapel of the
quickening sod.
J. W. Beck, merchant of El Rito, Carpenter in Omaha. His work in And tender green things, alive and
before the courts of this city Wedwas in the city over Sunday on bus- that city was marvelous. He arous-- l
thirsting,
nesday and Thursday.
iness and pleasure
Week
and attended ed the enmity of the political "boss"! And skies like the gentle eyes of
The Real Adventure-Ne- xt
God.
of Raton,
F. A. Hill,
formerly some of the patriotic meetings while of that city by his untiring energy
and fearlessness against all forms of The ,Ut,e worl(j 5,jps hy unseeing
spe- - here.
postmaster of that city, now a rail-Fie was as strong and, B)j d
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:
rial officer for the Santa Fe
corruption.
snadowy. swift dis- advance-- i
true .
road, was a visitor in the city Thurf.
Attorney T. J. Maliry was in the tirclcss in his work for theonce
been
he
had
as
of
good
city (hiring the week to attend a nicnt
But down 'the road where Spring is
day.
Ills uaicrr ui sin.
E! Rito Normal
ni v...,...of
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iticctintf of the
fleeine
had
he
charge
Academy
is
School
a Military
We walk with Youth and LoneRegents of which he
Frank Carroon. Jr.. of the New
vocational
searching
the
department,
member.
liness.
of Las
Mexico Normal University,
deeply with his keen eyes into the
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Vcnas, is attending a meeting of
out And we are gods, you and I, unand
the
lives
of
pointing
boys
here
Mrs. T. D. Burns, of Ticrra Amathe State Board of Education
knowing
the vocations for which
this week.
nda, is in the city, a guest at the to them
Crowned with Spring and our
He became
were
they
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a
xt
and
visit
Real
on
to her a force forbest suited.
Tka
Sanitarium,
brave young years;
a
and
righteousness
E. L. Enloe, president of the State daughter and other relatives in the
Your hand's in mine and the wind
for good.
power
She
remain
will
for
several
has
city.
Normal School at Si!ver City,
is blowing
He is a man with a big, strong
f'een here the past few days at- weeks.
But why are your eyes grown wet
He is a convincing and
personality.
Real
The
Next
Adventure
Week
State
the
of
the
with tears?
meeting
tending
interesting speaker. The lecture si-isBoard of Education.
GeorRe R. Meade, of Friday Har- as
HELEN DANA.
tense
full
of
thrills, tragedy,
Week
Tka Real Adventure-Ne- xt
bor, Wash., who is the sheriff who
and tales of treachery,
(nations
E.
W.
Blancett
on
arrested
there
has
been
who
Harry Cronenburg
and triumphs as one Honoring th National Guards.
with his company on the border for Decemchr 31, is in the city to serve temptation
could well imagine. Read "From The banquet and dance given Wed- ihe past year is back to his old as a witness in that case which is The Bottom Up" by Irvine. Then nesday night by the Chamber of
position of bailiff and assistant now on trial.
no one need urge you to hear Ir- - Commerce, the Woman's Board of
Tha Real Adventure Next Week
clerk of the state supreme court
vine himself. Nothing could prevent Trade and the Santa Fe Woman's
Week
Mrs. Josie I.ockhard,
of Raton, your hearing the author and the Club for the guardsman in companies
Tha Real Adventure-Ne- xt
fc. and
Mrs. M. E. Armour, Miss Agnes formerly superintendent of schools subject of the thrilling book,
I, who recently returned from
and of Colfax county, now a memcbr of
the border was carried out most
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Armour, Roy Armour and Mr. dur-inthe State Board, is attending the
Mrs. M. I.. Sawyer, all arrived
Many State and city
successfully.
Thungeten Depo.it.
the week to be present at the meeting of that important body New interest has been taken in the officials were invited guests at both
is
in
which
now
session.
The banquet was held at
trial of E. W. Blancctt for the murdeveloping of a resource heretofore- events.
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der of Clyde Armour last October.
not known to be included in the min- Library hall which was gaily lnd
Week
We take pleasure in reporting that oral wealth of Colfax county the art'Fticatly decorated for the occaTha Real Adventure-Ne- xt
Henrv Kitchell Webster's book fmlKC C. J. Roberts and Geo. M 'tiincstpn mines near Elizabethtown. sion with the national colors. Sev
"The Real Adventure" one of the Kinscll, both of whom have been Operators familiar with the progress eral short but bright speeches were
and . during the banquet
delivered
. . .
.
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"
Jl .
two weeks are iiotli able to closely observing the work whicli 1S":"
tions will be run in serial torm inipn-E.
W.
Governor
orchestra."
Lindsey
ne
a
our
It
01
week.
aisnext
the time.
the Record beeinning
part
proposed in the Willow Lretk
and several cthei state officials were
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is one of the best stories of the
jtrict where tungsten has beenandfound
are also present at the grand Baile whicn
L. B. Gregg,
troubles of a newly married couple
as-- ! in a rather unusual
deposit,
recently appointed
ever written.
sistant bank examiner, arrived from! also awaiting the report which is was given at the Armory and was
Clovis the early part of the week being prepared for the U. S. Geolo- - attended by about 350 people.
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Survey by Geologist Frank
Attorney R. C. Reid arrived from and immediately qualified and enter-!gicRoswell during the week and is as- - ed upon the duties of his new of-- 1 less. Mr. Hess is now investigating Elks Inetall New Officers.
The Elks Lodge held a very inwnicn
sisting Govrnor Lindsey to draw his fire. He was accompanied by Mrs. properties in that loca.ity trom
and pleasant session on
unusual- - teresting
an
ore
of
session
the
bearing
for
specimens
Gregg.
special
proclamation
evening when the new
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of th legislature and proposed bill
Week
ly high percentage of the rare metal Wednesday
to be submitted on military matters.
R. C. Prewitt was in the city Wed- have heen taken anu wnicn nave in- officers were installed with full Elk
ceremonies.
Following the installaThe Governor's office has been a nesday making entry at the U. S. duced the heads of the survey
to send an expert minerlo-tri- t tion an elaborate lunch was
Land Office, for lands in Valencia
busy place this week.
to determine the extent of the The officers in .1 a'led were: K. L.
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county. His son, who has been in
Ormsbee, Exalted Ruler, succeeding
Springer Times.
deposits.
,
the
business
at
mercantile
Espano-laTaos
of
William
McKean,
Prof. W. O. Connor, Jr.; P. M. A.
Attorney
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has also made an entry in the
had business in the city for several
Linau, Esteemed
Leading Knight;
Boom in Mining
same locality.
incidenand
the
week,
days during
and vicinity undoubtedly George Mignardot, Esteemed Loyal
Kingston
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of
whole
did
lot
a
A.
Paul
boosting
tally
Hall, Esteemed LecAnastacio Montoya, of Albuquer- before long will experience in a boom Knight;Knigt; A. L. Morrison, secfor the quaint old town. The pros-oeeturing
as
former
as
in
not
mining,
great
are that there will be more que, is attending the meeting of the
but a steady grind in the way retary;D. George M. Kinsell, treasurer;
tourist visitors to Taos this year State Board of Education. He was years,
Sena, trustee ; Frank P.
and no doubt pro- Jose
of
development
the
choice of all parties for School
j
rethan she has ever enjoyed before,
Zinc
Co., have Sturgcs, tyler. W. O. Connor is alThe
duction.
Empire
of
his
A.
Superintendent
county at the
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the Monaska
group of presentativeTheand Elks J. Fischer,
purchased
is
election
which
a
indeed
are becoming
George Curry has
mines situated on South Percha ternate.
p
litin the city the past few days.cB"lt,on and honor of "o small
and have also located many more active again and there is
creek,
portance.
milldoubt but what the attendance
tle
lalfM a ereat interest in
in
that
other
neighborproperties
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tarv affairs and will be raising a
will no doubt, do con- and enjoyment at their beautiful
hood.
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien, siderableThey
in the near fu club will be greater during the comcompany or a regiment to go to
development
the front if there is any opportunity II. B. Henning and Howell Ervien, ture which will be on a large scale. ing summer than ever before.
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in that direction for individual as- lett this morning tor tne soutttern D c inkling has taken options on.
sistance when the war department part of the state to assist in the 72 caims situated in the Carpenter Farwell Scout Party.
sale of state lands and to make in- minintr district west and south of Monday nieht at the home of Wil
promulgates its plans.
spection of other lands, the sale of Kingston. This includes the Grand liam Rose, The Troop, Patrol and
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E. C. Crampton, of Ra- which has been applied for.
Central group of which has been mil- assistant leaders of the Santa Fe
The Real Adventure Next Week
ling and shipping a carload of con- Boy Scouts entertained at a farewell
ton, was among the attorneys who
Henry Kitchell Webster's book centrates every week for a long purty in honor of their Scout Masjourneyed to the Capital City durleft this
ing the week. Senator Crampton re "The Real Adventure" one of the time. Many of these claims carry ter, Mr. A. J. Connell, who
popular of the new publica- some copper, but the majority of week to take charge of a "Boys
cently returned from a trip to Mis- most Avill
in
in
School"
located
the
serial
form
at
be run
Ashley Pond
them are what may be called
sissippi valley points and says the tions
war spirit is very much in evidence the Record beginning next week. It comnlex ore zinc, lead, silver, iron. ranch. Present were: Scout MasUndoubtedly a ter A. J. Connell, Assistant scout
there and that enlistments for the is one of the best stories of the and other metals.
ot a newly marnea couple railroad would be built to tne mines master, Frank Burton, Troop leader,
navy were very rapid. Army
in that district, and up to date pro- - Palmer Dunwiddie, Patrol and assiscruiting had not yet started when, ever written,
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cessess to handle the ores will be tant leaders, Kenneth Law, Edward
he was there.
Weak
Rev. B. Z. McCullough, pastor of; built at the mines. Going to take Linney, Athington White, Orrin StaThe Real Adventure-Ne- xt
WilMr anH Mrs. Frank Mourer and the Presbyterian church of this city, some time to investigate these pro- - plin, Neil Lord, Hanlan Davies,
Tom Van Stone, John
liam
Advocate.
Rose,
Hillsboro
a
Arlhas
been
who
perties.
from
at
recuperating
chi'.dren returned
Prescott,
Whittier, Victor Bertchtold, Irving
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zona, early this week and will again sanatorium in Albuquerque for the
O'Garra, and Tom McCabe. The parN. M. Cadet Enters Army
locate in Santa Fe with the inten- - past two months was able to be in
spent a jolly evening together
Henry Goldenberg, a New Mexico ty
of
tion
remaining
permanently, the city to conduct Easter services.
served by the
While away Mr. Mourer conducted He has returned to Albuquerque to Military Institute graduate, and son and refreshments were
a meat market and grocery for sev-- j remain until July 1st, when it is of A. D. Goldenberg of this city, en- boys.
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eral months, but sold out at the expected he will be able to resume titling him to a lieutenancy in the
United States army, has received in- Red Cross Party Dance.
first opportunity to return. Their his regular duties as pastor.
has Mrs. Ira Rawson was a delightful
formation that his application
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many trienas are giaa 10 weicmc
A trood story containing a whole been
approved and forwarded to hostss a"t a party dance given at
them back. They have leased Mrs.
He her home Tuesday night fbr the
Thomas' residence on Palace avenue. lot of good common sense is "The General Pershing at the front. Genbenefit of the Red Cross. The guests
Real Adventure
do not fail to read will probably be assigned to
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eral Pershing's division. Tu'cumcari contributing whatever they desired. A
Cant. Frit Miller, of the State lit next week.
neat sum of $14.25 was realized and
American.
Land Office, left today to conduct
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lands
at
of
sales
state
the public
If you are looking for "The Real
Socorro, on the 14th; Clovis, on the lAdventure"
will find it m the
.r,r,r.r.r.r,r
17th; Roswell on the 19th; Carls- Record, nextyou
week.
bad on the 21st; and Clayton, on
Adveature-NeWeek
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atThe Real
the 25th. Mr. Ervien will also
tend part of these sales. The denow
is
mand for state land
greater
AND MARINE
than ever before in the history of FIRE
same
The
SYNOPSIS
OF THE ANNUAL STATEthe state.
applies to private lands for which there is a very MENT OF THE ORIENT INSURANCE
brisk: demand in the Sunshine State.
prize-fighte-
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will be turned Over to the society
by Mrs. Rawson. The guests were
Pro, and Mrs. Carron, Mr. and
Mrs. C. E. Lindsey, Mr. and Mrs.
A. C Koch, Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Lyman, Prof, and Mrs. Roth, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Staplin, Mr. and Mrs.
Guy P. Harrington, Mr. and Mrs.
John H. Mehers, Miss Alberta Smith,
Mr. Lowe and Mr. William McKean
of Taos. After several dance numbers were enjoyed delicious refreshments were served.
Tka Real

t
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IN THE
Week
OF HARTFORD
COMPANY
A. Law, of Clay- - 'STATK
op CONNECTICUT ON THE MST
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Attorney Charles
ton. whn makes a specialty oi lana
practice, was in the city during the day of DECEMBER, wis.
week, a'tendine; to land matters forj
17J.W6.3S
of clients. The people
a lone V
Eetate
of Union county are awake to the Bond, and --.toek.
P'IiHa
V."d...b."k.!..V.V.-.
fact that there
one. crop .of Cj
land and re very busy Retting their,
rcc.,,cd taken for ri.k. .. i i,7S6.is
t 1.9J2.7Z
is
Other
good.
ledger aaei.
share while the getting
Thie. ia the best thing that can hap'
$4,289,711.27
Toul
a.et
ledger
the
pen to the state as the quicker setland passes into the hands of
due or accrued ..
tlers and begins to produce some- Total intere.t. .ad rent,
is
the
for
it
state,
$ 52,346.59
better
the
thing
1,336.16
$
aaact.
Other
the nation and the settlers.
aaate
Groa.
r,J43,394.02
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admitted
not
Deduct ..act.
j

ASSETS

B,

Sheriff McCrath of Grant county,
Joseph Mahoney of Deming, Manager J. M. Sully of the immensely
Chino
interests,
valuable
copper
Mgr. Eugene Sawyer of the Burro
Mountain
Copper company, State
Senator W. D. Murray, Mayor Percy Wilson of Silevr City, Wayne
Wilson of Silver City, Robert
rancher and former
partner of Roosevelt and Senator
McDonald of Socorro county contri-bnte- d
committee which called on
Gov. Lindsey Tuesday to request
protection of their people
ad indattrtes from threatened raids
cross the border tine.
Ike Real Adi enseal Wart

Total admitted

aaaet.
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OUT OF TOWN
Armory.
The Woman's Board of Trade gave
one of their popular dances at the
Armory Thursday night. Th Booster orchestra of Albuquerque fur- PHONE 7&nished the music for the event. The
refreshserved
social committee
ments. Regardless of the numerous
affairs this week the dance was

Grand

Capital
Surplu
Total capital,

$1,902,954.57
$1,000,000.00

earplu.
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JfiS...$

$4U0,leUl
C. VIcILWAINE. JR.
Pre ai deal.
HENRY W. CRAY, JR.
Secretary.
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Where Prltee are Rest for Safe

largely attended.
The Real
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Chidren'e Hour.
Miss Marjorie Friday entertained
the little folks Saturday afternoon
at the Library in the story telling
role. This enterprise is proving a
very popular and pleasant past time
for the children.
Tha Real

Adventure-N-

Quality

pepooooooooooooooooooooooc
Carry a Fail Line el
Chase. A Seaborn'. Carina,

coiupleto aurtide de tanas
azulea y tambien un
de pantalones
de trabajo loa cuales lea
vendemoa a precios muy
comodos, ademas tenemos
an complete erurtido de
calaado de primavera y
verano. Aganso una visits cu&ndo vengan a la
ciudad

For Benefit of Reel Cross.
Miss Alberta Smith is entertaining
a party of young friends this evat her home, Don Diego
ening
for
Heights. The event is given Sothe benefit of the Red Cross

do

'

ciety.

The Reel

Week
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Woman's Club.
The Board of managers of the Santa Fe Woman's Club held its regular meeting at the residence of
Mrs. Frank W. Clancy Tuesday
morning at 10 o'clock.
The Real

Adveatura-Ne-

Week

xt

Fifteen Club.
Mrs. Frank W. Parker will entertain
the Fifteen club at her home tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock. Mrs.
Paul A. F. Walter will preside.
Next Week

The Real Adventure

The Class in Drama met at the re
sidence of Mrs. Frank W. Clancy,
Palace avenue, Tuesday night.

Week

Adventure-Ne- xt

Colonel Edmund C Abbott, Mrs.
Abbott and daughter Miss Jane Abbott have returned from the border.
Their many friends are delighted to
welcome them back to their old
home.

Clark

4

200 K. W. 7c per K. W.
300 K. W. 6c per K. W.
400 K. W. Sc per K. W.
All in excess of the above at 4e per K. W.
Special Rates for Cooking.
SANTA

FE WATER

of Alcalde

is

INSURANCE, SEAL ESTATE, SURETY BONDS

Adventure

Next Week

SEE
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to visit relatives and friends.
The Real Adventure

Next Week

Mrs. C C Lowe, of Taos is visiting her uncle Hon. Benjamin M.
Read, and is greeting old friends in
the capital city this week.
Adventure

PHONE 52 W

Next Week

A

Miss Blanch Rothgeb has returned from Las Vegas where she spent
Easter with her mother.
The Real

CAPITAL

Adventure Next Week

A good story containing a whole
lot of good common sense is "The
Real Adventure" do not fail to read
it next week.
The Real

CO.

FOR

Mrs. J. F. McGill and two daughters, Grace and Beatrice left the
latter part of last week for Chicago

The Real

& LIGHT

Next Week

visiting friends in the city. Mrs.
Clark is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Leo Hersch on Washington avenue.
The Real

eeRaViwoi,".

Week

ext

The Real Adventure

Blias

Is MIDtt
JRSths
tea sea arlth- -

ruiitn nun.

Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Albright and
children of Albuquerque will make
Santa Fe their home. They will reside at 125 East De Vargas street
Mrs.

t.

t 'oni'i C D D Vtc

Next Week

Adventure

Adventure-N-

n CAPSULES
Balsam
Wrier
alba, Cubebt or

Vy

Mrs. B. E. Hedding and two
children have returned from Boston
where they spent the winter. They
will reside at their old horn, 309
Washington avenue.
The Real

Priaareee ReMir

DELGADO SHOE CO

Next Week

Adventure

FLOUR

IES

Miss Miriam Cartwright and Miss
Stephens spent Easter in the city
with relatives and friends. Miss
Cartwright and Miss Stephens are
teaching school at Ccrrillos.
The Real

ROSS PATENT

Next Week

The Real Adventure

Mrs. Washington E. Lindsey will
be at home at the mansion Monday
aftrnoon from 4 to 6 o'clock. Mrs.
Lindsey will be at home to callers
during the same hours on every
Monday afternoon hereafter.

The Real

Heat Rrethers CeJefernta Can
ned Fratae an

Calle San Francisco
Sana Fe, Nuevo Mexico

Urania Class

The Real
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100 FOLKSI N 7 DAYS BIG PROGRAMS, including

GOAL

YARD

Swastika Coal, Cerrillos Coal. All Kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid, N. M., Anthracite
Coal, Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.
NEAR A. T. &

PHONE 65 UAIN

S. F. DEPOT
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Patriotism. Happiness. Progress, the watchword for
the 1917 Chautauqua.

OLDEST INSURANCE AGENCY IN THE OLDEST CITY

M. Alcott

served in pleasing detail by a capable company.

I

LIFE INSURANCE

SURETY BONDS

pre-

Pinafore
Marie Horgan as Buttercup and other famous players. Elaborate scenery. Large orchestra, specially arranged for chautau-qu- a
presentation. Produced by 40 folks.

Chautauqua holds forth May 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22

f

t

FIRE IHSURACE

Little Women
That beautiful and dramatic story by Louise

1

KAUflE'S

-J

SANTA FE'S BIG VACATION WEEK

LIABILITIES

Unearned premium.
All other liability
Total liabilitie. (except capital aad .urplu).

Week

Offlee First Oeor West

"War Crop." This Year

Begin planning now for

Net amount ol unpaid lo.ee. and claim. ..

t
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PHYSICIAN
SCSCvS.
CITY PKYSICIAM
X. HAT
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CHAUTAUQUA

$4,030,146.21

191,133.91
$1,759,446.64
$ 42,384.02

Weak
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F. CUieiUY,

WmMmgtm Ave.
Mrs. Herman Tecklemberger is a Comer Palace
Mrs. Woodruff Entertains.
week of Mrs. A. J. MitNew
this
Santa
Fe,
guest
Mrs. Henry Woodruff entertained chell. She states that all ranchers
the members of the Woman's Union of the Zuni mountains are preparing
of the Presbyterian church and sev to
MRS. NORA E. SU3KERS
put in large war crops this year.
eral friends at her home Tuesday. Gallup
NOTARY PUBLIC
Independent.
The ladies spent the afternoon sewWeek
The Real Adveatura-N- ext
Office Capital City Bmak Bldg.
ing and making garments for the
New Monk
local branch of the Red Cross. DainSanta Fe,
ty refreshments were served at the
AUTO SERVICE
close of a very pleasant afternoon.

I

lm-H-
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The Woman's Home Missionary so
ciety of St John's If. E. churcfc will
meet with Mrs. Catherine Patterson
and Mrs. Byrd, at their resldeoce o
Hillside avenue, Friday afternoon at
2:30. Mrs. Law will act as leader.
That friend who serves and seeks
for grain, and follows but for form,
will pack when' it begins to raits,
and leave you in the term.
Fortunately the good Lord hat
seen fit to give us flowers ia abundance and to flood this old world
of ours with sunshine, we believe
if we are sufficiently deligent in
gathering the flowers and scattering
the sunshine, there will be plenty
for us alt the while and yet few for
the dead.

L

CUEROS!

CUEROS!

Vendanos todo u fiarro
jo, Yantas dahul,Mtalas
huMos f arras, sine, plomo j tc.,f, Tambian, Cuaro
3 alalia, a
paeiai mil altea dalmercade

lt

Santa Fe Iron and Metal Yard Co.,
Water Street
347 North
EacsLbanos por mas Infonnadoo.
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